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iiTioixrcfioi 
fhe isolation of vitamin in 191^ .8 ©oneluded an 
lnt«iislv@ twenty-two y®ar search for th® antipernieiows 
anemia principal or extrinsie factor of livar, and initiated 
on© of tb.® most intripting and eorapl«x pr©bl«iis of contem­
porary biooheaistry. Th® concerted efforts of scientists of 
many disciplines h.&'wmt in the six intervening years, pro­
duced only a partial, and in some areas, actually super­
ficial understanding of the chemistry and physiology of this 
remarkable vltaain. 
Titainin is only one of a f fimily ©f closely related 
compounds, the cobalaains, and although the structural 
relationships between th© several cobalamlns have been 
tentatively defined, only about two-thirds of the structure 
of the parent Molecule has been elucidated* A» a result the 
present concepts ©f th© biological reactions of cobalaaiins 
are based on the known structural fe&turea and may have to 
be considerably revised when th© structure of the remainder 
of th® Molecule has been detemimd. 
The vitamin appears to be synthesized exclusively by 
Microorganisms and to have an essential function in many, if 
not all, forms of life. Th@ vitamin is a dietary essential 
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for Many b.l^ #r smlmals including man, and appears to 
reqtiii?© a substaao# present In normal gastric juio® and 
gastric mucosa, th® intrinsic factor, for transport throu^  
th© intestinal wall. 
The extrOT® potency of thi© vitamin indicates that it 
functions aa a prosthetic group in an ©nzy«® syatem. 
Although the fundamental reactions controlled by this enzya© 
system remain obscure, studies of deficient organisms have 
implicated the Titamin in nucleoprotein synthesis, labile 
methyl group synthesis and disulfide redaction. Metabolic 
interrelationships with other Titaaim, notably folic acid, 
have been discovered* 
ffhe vitarain appears t© be tenaciously retained by 
higher aniaials, and a considerable capacity to store the 
•ritamin in Ui@ liver and otl»r organs has been demonstrated. 
The vitamin exists priaarily in a bound fom in all tissues, 
the binding substances generally appearing to be protein in 
nature# Several nechanisms have been proposed for the 
binding of cobalanins by proteins. Itost of the prior evi-
deiKse concerning the nature of these reactions has been 
based on the differential response of selected bacteria 
toward free and bound cobalmins. 
The pux^ ose of this study was to examine the reactions 
of cobalaains with proteins, using a method lAiich accomplished 
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the separation and deterailnatlon of fre® and bound aobalamins 
tmdw ttild conditions and wlttooufc the «s@ of ailcroblologjUsal 
systems. Of partlcmlar Interest w®p« the strwotural features 
of thi eobalamln moleeml® which partlolpat® in the reaotion®, 
and the possibl® stru®fores of the binding sites on th© 
proteins* Although most of th© work imrolired th® use of 
serum and gastrio extraetj, systen® idalch appear to funetion 
primarily in th® troQsport of the vitaraint information 
gained may be of value in antieipating th# nature of thie 
reactions which are Iwolved in th.e storage and enzyaatlo 
fun©tion of the vitamin. 
k 
LlfEMfOBl mfTEM 
Ohealstry of th© Cobalamins 
isolation of tb© long sought antipernioious anemia 
prineipl® of liTor was announced hj two groups of workers 
almost simultanaously in 19i|.8« Rickes and co-workers (1) 
reported tho crystallisation of an intensely rod compound, 
tentatively designated vitioiln Bip» which showed remarkably 
hi^  hematopoietic activity for Addisonian pernicious 
aii«ia». Their, isolation procedures were guided by the I»I«D 
microbiological assay method of Saorb (2), #10 had observed 
that th® response of Lactobacillus lactia Corner to liver 
extracts was proportional to the potency of these extracts 
in the treatment of pernicious anmia O)* Independently, 
E. L. S&ith reported th® purification (4), and later crys­
tallisation {$si 6) of B|_2 from liver using clinical 
assays on pernicious, anemia patl«tits to ©lide the fractiona­
tion. These two products were later shown to be identical 
(6,7,8). 
The new vitamin was reported to contain cobalt, phos­
phorous and nitrogen, but no sulfur {6, 8, 9t 10, 11), and 
no alpha-aaino aolds were liberated on acid hydrolysis (7)* 
Th® molecular weight was estimated as about 13J50 (6, 7$ 12) 
$ 
and fell© f©mula C*4i«^ Hq6«92K3J|.0i3F0o w&b proposed (6, ?)• 
Several weakly basic groups, titrabl© in glacial acetie aeid, 
w®r« reported {6, 7). Absorption mxima in aqmeous solution 
were observed at 278* 3^ 1 and 550 lyi. (6# 7f 13)» and M®r® 
not affeoted hj changes of pH C7)* 
After th® report that vlt^ in B2_2 ®ould b« isolated 
from th® fermentation' broth of Straptomyees grisQUs (Hi.), 
th® vitamin wa® fomnd and isolated as a bj-prodsaot of other 
antibiotic feraientatlons, resulting in an soapl® supply ©f 
th® vltaaln for investigational and therapeutic uies# 
Other closely related compounds were soon isolated and 
designated vitamin <15# 16), vitaaiin {17» 18# 19) 
and vitamin 83^ 20 dOTonstrated 
that vitamin contained a ©yano- gjroup attached to -ai® 
cobalt (23)# and that this eyan©» group was replaced by a 
hydroxo- group in vitamin said by a nltrlto- group 
in vitMiin (20). Vitamins ®12b 
ahoMi to be identical (21# 2lj., 25» 26). In order to 
simplify th® nomenclature of this fast»g«>wlng group of 
compounds it was proposed (16) that the nam® cobalarain b® 
used to deiignate all of the vitaain molecule exts®pt the 
cyano- group, so that vitamins Bjj;# ®^ia) 
would be cyanocobalanin, hydros- (or later, aquo-) cobalaain 
and nitritocobalwin respectively. A few of th® older terms 
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such a« Bjjg# ®l2b ®12e to b® ustd, aM often# 
unfortunately, vitaaln is used in th© generic senae or 
for undefined mixturss of th© oobalamins. A description of 
th® many cobalaains that ha^ e b®®n studied will b® prosented 
after a suwaary of th® pr®s«nt knowledg® eonooming th® 
parent eobalOTiin structure* 
Acid hydrolysis of Titamin B;|g yields a mixture of 
loaorphous cobalt-containing fragmonts of about two-thirds 
th© siz® of the original laoleeule# and a irariety of sMaller 
fragments# depending upon th© ©:^ erira®ntal conditions. On 
h«ating at 100-150® in eone©ntrat«d hydrochloric acid for 
a©¥©ral hours# anaaonia# phosphoric acid# th® r«d fragpients# 
and two bases wer® obtained (10, 13# 27)» One of th© bases# 
originally thought to b® 2-fflaino-l-propMiol (27# 28)# was 
identified as gg-i -mino-Z'-propanol (29). other basic 
coi^ ound resulting from this cfe'astic hydrolysis was shoMn to 
be 5#6-»dimethyl-ben2iiaidaE0le (30# 31, 32# 33)* Milder 
hydrolysis procedures yielded two 1-substituted 5#6-dim©thyl» 
bensimidazoles (33# 3ij.)» These compounds were found to be 
1-o<-D-ribofuranoside-5i6"-diiaethylbenziBiidaz©l® (35)# and a 
phosphate ester of this substituted benaimidazole (36, 37). 
Sie phosphoryl group is attached to either the second or 
third carbon atom of the ribose moiety# the exact position 
being uncertain because of cycliaation during hydrolysis 
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(30)» ' There is on® mol® of th© benzimldazol® I-gljcosid® 
present per raole of the vitamin (33)» b®®ii 
postulated from apectroseopio ©videnc® that in the intaot 
structur® a eoordinat® linkage ©xists b©tw®®n th® nitrogen 
of th@ benziMidaaol© and th® oobalt atom (39* kO> 41)• 
Th&re are either one Ci^ 2, kS) or tm (hk* M5) aaainopropaaol 
grouips in the raol@cul®, with th® ©videnc© perhaps favoring 
th© latt®r« It appears probabl® that on® aminopropanol is 
joined bj ®st®r linkag® to th© phosphoric acid groiip, and 
by amid® linkag® to a oarboxyl group of th© cobalt-containing 
part of th® aol@©ml® (36# li-O, l|2> l|.3)* phosphat® mat 
b® fully ®st®rifi®d, ©ither by a s®e©nd aminopropanol (36), 
or by some group in th© oobalt-containing fragment (i}.3)« 
Only a few f«atur®a of th® remaining struotur® hav® 
been ®lueidat®d« Magn®tie sus@®ptibility a©asur®a@nts of 
vitamins Bg2 ®12b 49) and polarographio 
evidence (22, li.9» $0, 51) indicate that the aobalt is in the 
trivalent state and is hexacoordinately bound. Failure of 
the cobalt of vitamin 'fe® exchange with ionie radioactiv® 
oobalt (6g $2# $3) or to be liberated by drastie aeid 
hydrolysis or treatment with ©xeess eyanid© (ij.9) supports 
this conolusion. fh® faoil® removal of the oobalt by 
relatively mild reducing agents sueh as asoorbio acid, 
cysteine, thiamin® and hydro^ iaone ($14., 55# 56» 57)# pi^ -
viding the stabilising eyano- group is removed first, is not 
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miexpeeted oonsideriiig th® instability in aqueoas solution 
of hexaooTal«at eobaltous eomplexes eontaining beazteidazol® 
(58), 
fh® rsst of th® planar struotur® (12) around the oob«ilt 
contains no primary amino groupi C59)» but do®! contain 
0ills,#r lair®® (14.3) fiv© (60) primary amid® groups. Fro-
longod aeid hydrolysis r@sulttd in a mixtur® of frai^ onts 
eontaining fiv®, six and aevm aeidio groups CI+.3) and 
apparently retaining four nitrogen atoms (l|5)» Alkaline 
pemanganat® oxidation of th® eobiit-oontaining fragments 
{61) permitted th« isolation of aeetio, oxalic^ , suoeinle, 
laetbylsuooinie ®nd dlaetbylmalonie aoids^  and four imidenti-
fied aeida# structure around the ©obalt is probably not 
a porphyrin (li.3)» although some of the reaotions of synthetic 
eobaltl-porphyrins are strikingly similar to the reaotions 
of cobalamins {62), 
Based on the above findings, a partial'struoture of 
iritaain ean be presented in the following manners 
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j 0 j 
GH-CH-GH-OH-OHgOH 
' -V-' 
OHfOv. 
.G-l-Ola-GH-GH, 
C D  
iH) (1) 
CH 
The raanj cohalamlns that haT© been prepared can to® 
conireiiiently classlfiad into thr©« groups, neutral, basic 
and acidic C63» Slf). Vsing th@ notation of Buhs (65), 
©xaiaples of these three groupa can b@ forraulated as follows 
(6W: 
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« . Of 
0 0 0 
dyanooobalarada 
- HpQ 
•4*4« tT»T^0®' 
0 0 0 
II 
aquaeobalaain 
• • CI"" 
0©+*^  
0 0 or* 
III 
dlojanooobalamln 
fh® mgatlv® sign denotes a group oontributing a net negative 
charge, and the zero sign denotes a neutral group, such as 
th© substituted benzlmldazole# 
fhe neutral oobalamins are relatively stable and can be 
isolated in crystalline form, Cyanocobalamin 
exceptionally stable ©@aplex, and all of the cobalaMins 
studied so far ©an be converted to cyanocobalamin by means of 
either cyanide salts or hydrogen cyanide at a pH range of 5*5 
to 9 U6, 20, 23# 2$$ 61}., 66, 67# 68, 69, 70). fhe cyanide 
can be removed by eatalytle production with hydjrogen in 
neutral solution followed by reoxidation of the cobalt by 
air Cl5# 19# l|.9)# or by photolysis in acid solution accoa-
panled by aeration to remove the hydrogen cyanide (6, 6^ , 
67» 71» 72). By either method aquocobalaaln (B^ Zb^  formed, 
said can be used to fom other neutral cobalaiiins such as 
nitrltoeobaliuraln {83^2®^ 2:1, 22), cyanatocobalamin (69) 
and thlocyanatocobalamin (6j5) by reaction of vltimiin 
in aqueous solution with salt® of nitrite, cyanate and thio-
cyanate, respectively. By exchange studies using 
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radlolsotopieallj labeled anions# Smith (6i|.) demonstrated 
that the cyanide of cyanooobalmin ©xehanges rapidly with eya-
nide ions in fiiLkaline solution but very slowly in aeid 
solution, and that very littl® replacement of the cyano-
group by thiocyanate ion occurst even in alkaline solutions. 
On the other hand, there is rapid exchange of th© thiocyanato-
group of thiocyanatocobalaain with the thiooyanate ion. 
From thia evidence ^ ith postulates that cyano-cyanid® 
exehan^  occurs principally through the pH-labile dicyano-
cobalamin, implying that the two cyano ©?oups of this com­
pound are equivalent. 
The basic cobalaaim are characterized as having the 
cyMio- group of cyanocobaltain replaced by a neutral mole­
cule, the water of aquocobalaain for exai^ le. Thia 
compound is a weak base, with a pl^  of about 7 (22, 65) and 
is considered an equilibrium laixture of aquocobalmin and 
hydroxocobalamin, the ratio of th® two being dependent upon 
th© pH of the solution (65* 68), vi»{ 
AquocobalaMin reacts with strong acids such as sulfuric, 
hydrochloric and perchloric to give isolable salts C6i}., 73, 
7H-)» liiich are named aquocobalamin sulfate, chloride and 
perchlorate# 
• - %© 
4- OH" ^  
0 0 0 
- OH" 
+ HoO 
0 0 0 
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Also conaM©r®d as basic ©obalamin® wer® two aoapomia 
prepared hj Co©l®y and eo-worker® (68), aiaiaania oobalichrom® 
Canalogous to th® hemoohroaos) and Mstldine oobaliehrom©, 
in 'wh.ioh th© water of aquoeobalaain was r®plae®d bj amonia 
or histidin®# Th@ awtbors proposed that oobalamin may b@ 
stored in tissues in a eoballohroHi© typ® of linkage with 
protein or peptide. 
Gobalimins of th® third (aeldl©) olass aris® from th® 
addition of two unitalent anions ©r on® bivalent anion t® 
th® cobalamin r®sidu®. fh®s® ©ompounds ar® stable only in 
th® pr®s©ne® of ®xe@ss auaion, and hav® therefor® not b®«n 
orystalliz®d» Di0yanooobal®»in was th® first of this gpoup 
to b® pr®psa?®d (39# 1|.0, 75) f and elearly posed a question as 
to th® position of th® second ©yano- group# Based on 
absorption speetra and other oonalderations Cooley and @o-
Mork®rs (68) hav® iugg®st«d that th® second eyanideg and 
th0r®for® any second aeidl© group of this olass, displaoos 
th® benzlaidazol® nitrogen from eoordination with ^ ® cobalt. 
Dir@©t ©videne® eoneerning this meehanism has not boen pre­
sented. the addition of th® seoond cyanide is r@T®rslbl®, 
occurring only in basic solutions (39, 1+0), A reported 
addition of two cyanide groups to eyanooobalaain (75) seems 
to hav® b®®n discounted in favor of ratiwr strong @vid®nc@ 
that only on® cyanide can b® added to cyanocobalaain (49). 
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Other ©obalaains of the aeldie group# both ©Irapl® 
(dithiocjaimtooobalaiain) and mixed (thiocyanatooyanocobala-
aln), hav® b®®n studied C68)« Sulfitoeob&laaljit prepared by 
treating aquooobalrailn with sulfit® (16) appears to belong 
to this group (68). 
In addition to th® abov® "authentic" eobalaalns^ . th«r® 
la a growing group of naturally oeeurring Titamln Bj2 
analogs, th® ps®udo¥ltaains B|g<» fh®s® compounds ar® struc­
turally si»ll&r t© th® oobalaains# ®3ce®pt for th® nucl©®tid® 
aoi«ty, ^ dhlch may b® aisaing entirely (76, 77# 78), or in 
which adenin® (79, 80), 2-a®thylad®nine (78, 80) or 2»m®tbyl-
hypoxanthiiM* (78) ar® present instead of th® 5»6-dlia©thyl-
benaJjaldazol®# It appears likely that th«s© factors ar® not 
actlf® in th® Mtabolisa of higher animals (81) • 
Reactions of Oobalaains with latural lfat©rl.ala 
Before reviewing th© evidence concerning the reactions 
of cobalaialns with natural aaterials, it may be well to 
describe briefly the methods ^ bdeh have been used to detect 
and study such reactiona^ . Essentially, these methods depend 
upon two technique® for the measureinent of cobalaminss th® 
alcroblologlcal assay ai®thod and the radio assay of iso-
topleally labeled cobalaains,. 
Th© microbiological assay la subject to many errors. 
Ik 
only a few of Alch will b© pointed out her®, fh© eoBmon 
assay organisms, Laetobaoillis laotis 'Dorai»r (wry seldom 
used at present)# Laotobaeillis leictmannii 14.797 and 9830, 
Biiaena CTaoilia var. baoillaris» and a mutant, Eseheriohia 
ooli 113-3 entirely apeeifle in their requirement of 
eobalaains. For exaaple, the Laetobaoilli respond t@ 
desoxyribosidea, the !• ooli to methionine, and all to 
pseudovitaiains growth of these organisms may be 
inhibited or modified by suoh diverse faetor® as oxygen 
tension, salt soneentration, ll#it and naturally oeourring 
organic growth inhibitors. 
The radio assay using Go^ -^labeled oobalaains (82) is 
certainly the preferred method, even though it is not usually 
as sensitive as tti® aierobiologieal assay, and the soft 
C0»308 a.e.v.) beta-e«ission of presents some diffi­
culties in counting. 
fhe most id.d©ly used aethod for detecting and measuring 
reactions of ©obala»ins with natural Materials is the 
bacterial inhibition rasthod, originally proposed by femberg 
and lakin (83). fh© method is based on the assumption that 
the aierobiologieal assay organisms can use only free 
cobalaains, and not cobalamins iihich have reacted with, or 
have been bound by some substance, fh© test substance is 
usually added aseptically to sterile assay medium containing 
a known Maount of cobaltiiin, and the amount of inhibition of 
1$ 
bacterial growth relatlv® to oobalaialri aloa® Is taken as an 
Indication of oobalamin binding# Several laocllfioations for 
titrating the inhibitory aubstanc® and for oorreeting for 
th© pr@B@nc@ of irrelevant growth and inhibitory factors 
hav® b®®n proposed# tout at b®st» th® method oan b® 
oonsid®r®d only seral-quMitltativ®# 
5li# abov® method Mas aetually based on ®arli®r observa­
tions that th® amoant of aetivlty present in maixf natural 
materials J, as ai®asmr®d aiorobiologically, oould b® increased 
by heating, treating with proteolytie enzymes (84) or 
treating with ©yanid®! smlfit® or nitrite CQ5# 86, 87# 88)» 
indicating the pr®s®nc® of bound fo«s of the vltmin»^  A 
general feeling arose that th® vitaaln was often bound to 
protein material# and scmm MJrkers have presented ©videnee 
for cobalafflin-peptid® conjugate® (2$$ 89)0 fhere seems 
therefore, t© be axi adequate basis for tbe bacterial inhibi­
tion aethod, but in praetiee the aethod leaves much to be 
desired# 
A more direct approach has been to separate the free 
cobalaffldns from the bound oobalamins by dialysis, since aiost 
of the vitamin binding aubstane-ea studied have been non-
dialysable, whereas cobalaoins are dialysable. A quantita­
tive dialysis asthod mB first reported by Bird and Hoev®t 
(90). Mien th® amount of vitaaln dlalysed or mount 
retained, or both, are measured wieroblologically the method 
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Is subject to the errors mentioned pr«Tiouslj» Isotopically 
labeled oobalaains bav© b®©n used to soia® extent-. Probably 
b«eams® of aeehanlcal difficulti©a, such as th® larg© Toluaes 
of liquids @ncount#r©d and length of tim® required, this 
aathod has not fo«©n widely UE©d» 
A third iMthod, proposed by Burkholdor (91# 92) is based 
on th® rapid adsorption or absorption of fr®® oobalamins by 
s®¥®ral stralM of baetoria (93# 9k)* general method 
eonsists of aixing solutions of th® test substane® and oobal­
amins# adding a tm&vj suspension of suitabl® bacteria, 
IneubatiH® at 25-37® 0# for fipom mm to s@v«ral hours, th©n 
separating tto bacteria by centrifugation. fh® aaount of 
©obalaffiin in th® supernatant or with th« bacterial aass i« 
measurod, and th® amount of cobalaaiin bound by th® t®st «ub-
sta.n®® is obtained ©ither directly or by differene®. For 
microbiological asaay pro©®«iur©s, the oobalamins ar® 
liberated from th® cells and binding substance by heating, 
fhe radio assay techniqu® has been applied quite success­
fully to this method because of th® concentration of the 
actlTlty t® a relatively s»all volume of cells (95» 96, 97). 
A fourth method, suggested by Iiataaer (98, 99) makes use 
of th® paper electrophoresis technique for separating 
components of a system by differences in their electro-
phoretic mobilities. Kiis has been used principally as a 
qualltatlir® aeans of locating th® components responsible for 
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bindlag cobalamlas and for isolating tb® desired ©omponents 
by ©lution from tb« paper. 
A ftftb »®thod, speotrophotometric differentiation of 
fr®« and bound eobalaaiia has been used by Wijaenga and co­
workers (25# 100# 101)* tJamally th® amotints of oobalaains 
reaeting are too low to b« d©t«®t©d apeetrophotometrically. 
As substane®® liiioh r®aet with aobalamins ar® obtained in 
greater purity thla will certainly b®ooa© a valuable method# 
In interpreting th® evidence using these five general 
methods one is forced to ©onolude that usually the oobalamin 
involved was not defined^  even though the term vitamin 
was used. There haa been an appar«Qt disregard of th® well 
known conversion of oyanooobsla»in to aquooobalaain by 
li^ t, and of the reports of a eonversion of eyanoeobalamin 
to an unidentified oobalamin by heat-sterilization in the 
mierobiological assay laediwm (102, 103). ®ierefore, unless 
suitable precautions were reported, sucto as perfoming the 
experiMtents in the dark and in the case of th® baeterial 
inhibition Method# aseptie addition of cyanoeobalamin, the 
results will be reported as having involved cobalaains, not 
speoifically vitamin 
Considerable evidenee has been presented for the reac­
tion or binding of oobalamins with gastric Juioe and gastro­
intestinal traet mucosal extracts# serua, whey from aov's 
milk, huaian saliva, lysozyae, baeterial oells, egg yolk. 
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beparln and ©th@r siibstana®a» fh® impetua tOT ameh ©f t-his 
work was derived frua an Intensive search for the identity and 
mode of aetion of th© intrinsic factor. Ihis factor is 
present in norraal hisman gastric Juice and in extracts of hog 
gastrio and duodenal arucosag and is involved in some way 
with the transfer of th® extrinsic factor {cobalaains) 
throu^  th© intestinal wall, fh® importance of cobalamin 
bindii^  to intrinsic factor activity is at preset uncertain* 
ferhberg and Eakin (83) were th© first t© report ttiat 
unheated ^ stric juice inhibited the growth ot |i. lactis 
Dom@r» leichaannil and 1. coli. apparently by a 
atoichioaftric bindii:^  of cobalaains, and that the cOTiplex 
formed was non-dlalysable. Binding did not occur if ttie 
gastric Juice heated first, and the complex was disao-
ciated by heating at 120® G. for 1$ minutes» making the 
cobalaains available tO' the assay organif»s* 4queoua 
extracts of hog gastric mucosa eAibited a similar binding 
activity, lAierea® little activity ws found in cmraaerclal 
pepsin preparations# fhe activity from hog gastric anacosa 
was precipitated by alcohol, acetone and Maoniuia sulfate 
at 80 per coat saturation# 
The findiii^ s of fernberg and Eakin have been confirmed 
and elaborated upon by several ^ ©ups« Prusoff and co­
workers ClOi}.) prepared several fractions of a hog gastrio 
laucosal extract by salting-in and salting-out procedures* 
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amount of oobalaialn bound per gram of protein bj tlios® 
fractions was d«t@mia©d by th© baetorial inhibition Mothod 
and a dialysis laothod using t., leietesannii as th® assay 
organism# fh® dialysis method gav® values roughly ton timos 
hi#i0r than the iiiiibition method, although both methods 
indicated a progressiva inereas# in bindii^  activity of 
fractions obtained at 3$, 55 «d 100 per cent saturation 
with saiflonium sulfate* Subfraotionation by extended 
dialysis indicated that th# binding mbstanoe was present 
in the water soluble fraotions. Glinioal tests revealed no 
correlation between binding capacity and intrinsic factor 
activity# 
Bird and Hoevet (90) atteapted to devise a quantitative 
method for measuring the binding capacity of a hog mucosal 
extract# A comparison of three methods i (1) bacterial 
inhibition with constant eobalsaiins and increasing inhibitory 
(2) bacterial inhibition with constant Inhibitor and 
increasing cobalaains; and (3) dialysis with constant 
iahibltor and increasing e©bal«ins, gave values of 3 •5# 9*0 
and 83 /ag, of cotoalaains bound per graa of protein respec­
tively. ®hiey interpreted these results as indicating that ttie 
assay organism, leichaannii. was capable of utilizing all 
but a saall part of the bound vitaain* By the dialysis pro­
cedure the cobalarain binding appeared to be stolchiometri©# 
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ReoognlziHg the shoptcomlngs of th® bactorlal inhibi­
tion «»thod, Buj?khold®r (92) and H©ff«J|^ rg©ns®n (105) showed 
that a fairly quantitativ© iieasur® of oobaloBiln binding 
could be obtained with th© bacterial inhibition method, 
using B. coll to adsorb th# free oobalioHins and either !• 
ooli or !»• leishaannii as assay organisa, fhe data of 
Burkholder indicated a stoichiometric binding of cobalamins 
by a hog gastric aaacosal extract• In a similar study by 
Chow (95) using th© radio a«®ay method of determining the 
free cobaliaains adsorbed by bacteria, a non-stolchloffletri© 
relationship appeared t© exist between gastric juice and 
cobalmins • 
There have been several studies of the effect of heat 
on tibe binding capacity ©f gastric Juice and gastric mucosal 
extracts, and of the effect of heat on the stability of the 
cobalaaln coiaplex with these substances, fernberg and Sakin 
claimed that heated gastric Juice showed no binding activity, 
and that tha complex with cobalaain i«s dissociated by 
heating at 120^  S* for 15 minutes (83)• Spray (106) con­
firmed these results using 100® (#• for 5 ainutes. However, 
when th® gastric Juice was neutralized, heating at 127® C* 
for 30 minutes was required to destroy tlMi binding effect• 
fh® cobalmin-gastrlc Juice coi^ lex was also much aore 
stable at a neutral pH. A similar heat-stability of hog 
HUGOSal extracts has been reported by Bethell and co-workers 
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(107) Mid by Shaw (108). 
Van der Zant and Uhd®rkofl®r (109# 110) hav® reported 
th® apparent stability of tl» binding substance pr@s@nt in 
hog gastric Mieoaal ©xtraets to heating at 100® 0. for 10 
minut®s or 121® 0* for $ Mimtes over a pH rang® of 2«5 t© 
7«0. A similar heating period at pH 11 or in th© pr©s«ne® 
of th® miorobiologioal assay ^ diiaa destroyed th® binding 
aapaslty.. Histidln® and F®(II) wre iaplioated in the 
destruetion of binding power by heating id.th the basal raedimji 
and it was found that heating with histidlne and C©(II), or 
benzifflldasole and ^ (11) or C®(II) also destroyed the 
binding ©apaoity# It was suggested that these eombinations 
reaet td.th and blook the reaotlve sites of the binding sub­
stance, preventing the binding of ©obalamins, and that the 
bonds involTed in sobalamln binding are with th@ benzimida-
zole moiety and the eobalt atoa«. The evldenee oited above 
eoneeming th® effect of heat was obtained using bacterial 
inhibition methods# 
Evidence concerning the effect of proteolytic enaymes 
on the binding capacity of Mucosal extracts is rather incon-
clmaive# but indicates that a considerable part of th® 
activity survives enziwatic digestion with trypsin, pepsin 
and papain (92, 110), and that the cobalamin-mucosal extract 
complex is not dissociated by tryptlc digestion (107). 
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Latoer and ©©-workers have don® a oonsldorabl© amount 
of work tryii^  to isolate tb® eoraponmt of gastric Juia« 
rosponsibl® for intrinsic factor aoti"rity«. Using a pre­
parative papor ©lectropborosis toohniqu© {98) they obserred 
that all of th© components gastric juice showed binding 
power as neasured by the bacterial inhibition method, idaereas 
only two coi^ oneirts showed intrinsic factor activity i99)» 
Recent imports described the Isolation of a micoprotein of 
high intapinsic factor activity, but the binding capacity of 
this preparation has not been reported (111, 112, 113)• Iia 
a similar study. Shilling and Ifcpiess (lUi.) observed that one 
coi^ onent of gastric juice appears to contain most of th® 
cobalMiin binding activity, fhey separated the components 
of a gastric juice-radiotracer labeled cobalrain mixture 
by paper electrophoresis and determined the position and 
aaount of cobalamlns by radio assay, fhey also observed 
that boiling the gastric juiee-cobaloaln mixture before 
electrophoresis considerably diiiinished the localization of 
activity. 
Boland and co-workers (115) have used a lO-cell iso­
electric electrophoresis apparatus to distribute the coaipo-
nents of a hog mucosal extract aaad have measured the binding 
activity of tto contents of each compartiHent by a dialysis 
TOthod using L. leiohaannii as the assay organis«. The frac­
tions lirtiioh ware Isoelectric at pH 3*5 to contained aost 
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of th« cobalamln binding aotivlty. ®ils work performed 
in tb.© dark, so it is probable tbat eyanooobalscMin binding 
activity was actually being measured. 
o^w and Yamaaoto Cll6) bave attempted to isolate a 
gastric juice-cobalamin complex, fhey used radioisotopically 
labeled ©obalaains and followed tb® separation by radio 
assay, fbey reported tl» isolation of a "substance X" wbich 
was isoelectric at pH 3«5-i|.*0# bad an approximate molecular 
wei#it of 5 3c lo5. and was precipitated by 60 per cent 
etbanol, but not by l|.0 per cent ethanol# Tbe cobalamin con­
tent of this substance has not been reported. 
Perhaps the most convincing evidence tiiat cobalamins 
react with some specific component of gastric juice or 
mucosa has been presented by Mijaeaga and co-workers (100|t 
101). fhey isolated several pink "cobalaain proteins" from 
a cyanocobalattin-hog micosal extract mixture that contained 
up to 18.5 p^ R* of cobalaaln per milligram of protein, as 
determined speotrophotometrlcally. fhese preparations 
appeared to be aucoprotein# of 70,000-100,000 molecular 
weight. ®ie observed absorption maxima at 3^ 3 S50 
with inflections at ijj.0 and $20 wp.* indicated that the 
oyano- group was still attached to the cobalamin. Only 
prellaisary reports of this work have been published. 
Cobalamins present in serum appear to be primarily in a 
bouM form. Boss (117» llB) reported that heating serum at 
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100® 0. for 30 to 60 mlmtes was required for maximiasi 
release of eobalaraiiiii as raeaemred idtb araeilie* Stes® 
observations have been oonfiiroed by several groupa {119» 
120, 121)• Rosenthal and Sarett (121) further demonstrated 
that the eobalmiins present in seruia were not dialysable, 
and tlmt additional sMomts of eobalaaina eould be bomd by 
serum. Jjidependeatly# Wolff and eo-workers (122) reported, 
that serum bound limited 8®K)Uiit» of oobalaains, as deteamined 
by the baoterial inhibition method, fhis finding was not 
unexpeoted, ainee Bird and Hoevet (90) had previously 
reported the i^ parent bindii^  Qt oobalaains by seam® globulin 
fraotiona. Beports that oobalaains added to serum were 
freely dialysable were i^ parently th® result of using levels 
of ©obalaains greatly ©Meedin^  the biMing eapaoity of the 
aerwpa (123, 12l|.)« 
Roland 'and ©©-workers (llS) using a dialysis method 
obtained evidence that the binding of added amounts of 
oobalaains by serum was not stoiahioaetrl©, suggesting that 
the reaetion may toe reversible to a ©onsiderable extent. 
Shilling reported that added Oo^ -^labeled oobalaains 
©ould be detected only in the albuain fraotion of serum sub­
jected to paper eleetrophoresis (111|.). On the contrary* 
Pitney and co-workers (125# 3.26) have presented evidence 
that th® oobalaMin activity of serira was present prinoipally 
in ^ le alpha globulin fraotion, and that added ©obalarains 
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w®r® bound by th® alpha and beta globulin fractions. !Ki®s® 
workers used pap©r @l®otrophor®sis to separat® th® s@r«a 
proteins, and th© B. graeili® mlorobiologleal assay# dif­
ferentiating fr@® and bouM activity by tl» method ©f 
Cll7)« Th®ir Miorobiologieal assay values appeared to b® 
too erratic to support laor® than th® qualltativ® oonolusioaa 
given ttbov®• 
Davis and Chow (127) hav® added fua?thar tostimony that 
aerma. is ©apabl® of binding additional mounts of aobalaains, 
and hav® deaorlbed a quantitative proeodur® using ^ a® 
baot^ ial adsorption method end radioisotopieally labeled 
oobalamim • 
Unglaub ®ad ©©-workers hav® reported an un®3sp®eted 
inereas® in th® eobalaain biadii^  oapaeity of seruai ybL®n 
mall amounts of normal gastrio Juio® w®r@ added to th® 
serum (128, 129 )• fh# experimental details of this wrk 
hav® not b®®n published# 
A oobalaain binding substanoe present in sow's railk, 
but not in ©0¥*g milk has b®@n reported by Gregory and co­
workers (130)« A dialysis method was employed in this 
investigation. The substanoe was reported to be heat stable 
at 100® 0., labile to triptie digestion, non-dialysabl® and 
precipitated by 35 to 55 per cent saturated aaaaonium sulfate, 
further studies by this group (I3I, I32) indicated that hog 
gastric mucosal extracts and sow's milk preparations bound 
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thr@e pseudovitamlM Bjj to apppoxliaat«ly the sam® d®gr®® at 
eobal«in®» A ba©t®Fial ijdiibltion method uslisg the E. eoll 
mutant was tas®d in th® lattar ®3sp®ria®nts» 
It has b®®n reported that human saliva contains a 
oobal«.in binding substane® (133) detected by the ba@-
terial inhibition method. This substance was found to be 
more heat labile than gastric preparations, showing no 
binding activity after heating at 70® 0. for one minute (ISij.)* 
Meyer and eo-workers (135) reported that lysoz^ rae 
appeared to biM ©obalimins, as Measured by the bacterial 
iiihibitioa method* Bird and Hoevet (90) in a aior® detailed 
study observed that the inhibitory action of lysoaya® was 
not reversed by relatively large aaounta of aobalaains or by 
thyMidin®, a ©obalamin replacing factor for their assay 
organism, L0 l®ictamannii» Furtherwor®, lysoasyn® did not 
prevent the dialysis of cobalaains or of thyraidin®* Sius, 
it appears that lysospie does not bind eobalamins and that 
in this ease the bacterial inhibition method gave completely 
erroneous remits» This was substantiated by loff-J/zfrgensen 
(105) with the demonstration that lysoayae did not inhibit 
the adsorption of cobalwiins by S. ooli ©ells. Chow has also 
reported that by bacterial uptake and dialysis aethoda using 
C©^ ®-cobalaMins» lysoayme appar«atly does not possess 
binding activity (95)• 
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It was statdd ®apll®r that s®Tr®rai strains of baoteria 
rapidly remoT® fre® e^ obalimins from solution. 'This b«liaTior 
has b@®n Tariomsly referred t© as absorption and adsorption# 
Poasibly a loos® differentiation ean b® aad# depending upon 
tai® conditions of in@ubation, th® adsorption being rapid in 
eomparison to absorption. Ri« proeeas does not appear t© 
be related t© the need for an exogenous sourae ©f -ritaain 
and tb® binding oapaelty appears t® be a strain 
oharaeteristie (136). Several, but not all strains of 1. 
©oil, including the mutant strain »Ailoh requires oobalaains, 
have been shown t@ possess this property (93# 9l|-» 105» 137)^ « 
Gobalamln uptake was also exhibited by leiohroannil and L. 
laetis Corner, whieh require eobalaiains, and by S. lactis H, 
S* sub tills.# F. airabilia« B, ayooide8.« j|. freundii »d S. 
d©b8©n» none ©f liiich require cobalaaini. Uptake was not 
exhibited by L, arabinosus whleh d©es not require oobalamins 
(94, 136). 
It appeared that if th© Inoubation tiiiMi was short (30 
to 60 minutes) 'Hie oobalaffiins could be released by heating 
(138) ®r by exehang® with additional amounts of eobalamlns 
in the solution (137). If prolonged periods of incubation 
were used disintegration ®f the oells was nesessary to 
release the eobalamlns {105# 136). 
Oginsky and Steith (139) reported that i|.,5~dJtaiethyl-
benalmidazole inhibited the uptake of oobalaaiins by j|, eoll. 
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while benssiaidazol© and 2,$-dim©thjlb®iiislmidaE0l® w@r® .with­
out ©ffeot. fhis suggested that th® uptake is of a speeifi© 
uatwe.. Davis and Chow (I38) 3?®ported that the uptake ©f 
oobalaalM was maxinal in the pH range from 3 was 
reduced hj higher pH levels and bj sodium chloride concentra­
tions above 1.7 pei? cent. Although I^ vis and Chow have often 
referred to this uptake as occurring with '^ resting" ©ells, 
no evidence has been presented ©n the possible uptake by 
killed but intact cellsor by disintegrated cell#* 
Several other subst.aii0es have been reported to bind 
cobalaains. In a recent report Couch and co-workers (ll|.0) 
clai!j»d that egg yolk contained a aabstance which inhibited 
leichmannii> formed a non-dialysable complex with cobala-
iiljEJs* iuad was stable to prolonged autoclaving. 
Ghow and Davis (95) have studied so»e non-protein 
systems, namely heparin, ribonucleic acid and chondroltin 
sulfuric acid, and reported that all had binding activity as 
evidenced by bacterial uptake sad dialysis methods using 
Co^ ®-labeled cobalsains. However# a recent report by the 
same group Cll|l) indicated that L. leielMannii« the organism 
used in tl»ir earlier study, and two strains of E. coll 
differ qualitatively and quantitatively yaen used to measure 
cobalamin binding by these and sialliuE' substances by the 
bacterial uptake method. For example, heparin did not 
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affeet tb® mptak® ©f ©©balamim by tb® E. ooli strains# 
Earlier Iiatner bad reported# witbout detail, that beparia 
inhibited the growth of !• ooli (99). What poasibl® rol® 
thes® smbstano#s may have in the physiological r®aotio.iis of 
oobalaains I9 UJacortain, 
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EXPlHlMEiTAL MEfHODS AID BlStJIifS 
Jfetorials 
Cheiiieal.8. 
Sobftla»iim« fhe United States Phasroaeopeia Gyanoeobala-
min Reference Standard, obtaiMd from the Board of !^ ustees 
of the United States Phamaeopoeial G©iw®ation, Incorporated, 
was used as the standard for the microbiological assaj of 
Yltanln Ihls material was In povder.d torm and wa. 
labeled as eontaining 530 eyanooobalamin per ag. 
BeTidox, prepared by Abbott Ijaboratorles and specified 
as eontaining 1 lag. of vitamin per sal., was obtained 
from a looal dinig store# and was used for speotrophotometrio, 
dialysis and cyanide studies* 
Xsotopically labeled eobalaains» Vitamin 83^ 2 labeled 
with prepared by the feraentation method of Ohaiet (82) 
was obtairasd from Merck and Ooapany, Incorporated, by per­
mission of the United States Atomic Energy Soamlssion, 
through the Institute for Atoalo Research, Iowa State 
College. Ri® material was received in vials labeled as eon­
taining i|.0 jag, of vitamin in 5 Ml, of 10 per cent 
aqueous Methanol. ®be specif 1© activity of the material was 
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225 ja®* P®^  Titmln 83^ 2* 
Stoek solutions oontalnlng approxiaately 200 ^ g. of 
oolsalamins per ml. wer® prepared, by dilution of this material 
with waiter. Th©s© stook solutions wer® either converted 
entirely to vltaain by treatiaent with exoeaa sodlu® 
eyanide followed by nitrogen aeration at pH 6 in the dark, 
or eo«pl®t«ly to vitamin nitrogen aeration at pH 5 
undsr strong tungsten illuaination# -
Sp®Qial chOTileala* Lysosjm® and erystallin© prepara­
tions of ti^ sin and pepsin w®r® obtained from lutritlonal 
Bloehemioals Gorporation. Ventrloulin, a desiooated stomaoh 
preparation mnufaetured by Parke# Bavia and Gompany, was 
obtained fro® a local drug store# Heparin was obtained from 
Connaught Medioal Hesearah Iiaboratorles. Para-chloromereuri-
benzoie aold was obtained from the Si@na Ch«ioal Qompmij, . 
Imidazole and J-aethyl-l-phenyl-S-Pirazolone were obtained 
from Distillation Products Industries. Bis-3-aethyl-l-
phenyl-5-py^ a^ 0lon® was prepared froia the preceding ketone 
by the method used by Epstein (166). A bovine albumin 
preparation was obtained from the Armom? Le^ ratories# A 
high molecular weight dextrain preparation was obtained from 
ths northern utilization Heseareh Branoh of the Agrleultural 
Besearch Service, United States Department of Agrioulture. 
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Qeneral ehemieaXs* fb® biological ohemioals used in 
this liwrestigation w©2*« obtained from Nsitrltional Bio-
oheaioals Gorporation. Other diewioals w©r® obtained from 
th® Iowa Stat© College Ch©ml»t3?y Stores or from eofflBaerelal 
oh®iileal firras. 
Microorg;aiiia» 
Lactobaoillns lelelamamii 7030 was obtained in lyophil-
iaed fom trtm th® American Tjp® Cultur© OoH®etion. 
Instjnmenta 
Badloisotoipe instrttai«nta« Liquid samples mr@ counted 
using a luelear model G-M tub® used with an Instriments 
Developaent Laboratories model l6l sealer and a Production 
Instrument Company aodel ia«8l|. register# 
The eomting tube wts held vertically in a glass tube 
of such a sise that 20 al. of solution exactly filled the 
amular space# The outside tube was ©pen at the top for 
filling, and had a stopcock at the botton for eiaptying. fhis 
counting tube assembly was housed In a li^ t-ti^ t box<i The 
background count for this tube was about i|2 c.p#m», and 
remained constant to within one or two c.pkm* throug^ iout the 
ejqperiraental period# 
Solid saMples wre coimted using a Nuclear model D-3l|, 
end-window G-M tube in a Technical Associates raodel Ii-56 
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lead sM«M used with a Ittalear aod®l 165 saaltr. Saaplds 
mr® applied to 1 inch ©opper planahets and wr® placed m 
close to th© oountlng ttab@ as possible# Th© input voltages 
of th® scaling units held constant with a Sorsnsen 
model 1750 Toltag® r©®il&t©r,. 
Bleetrophor®8is apparatus•» Moving boimdarj electro­
phoresis determinations were performed on an .Jminc© Fortable 
llectrophoresis unit usIb® a 6 ml, analytical cell. 
Paper electrophoresis apparatus was constructed in this 
laboratoi^  for this investigation. 
Dialysis cells« The original dialysis cell was eon* 
structed in this laboratory, three identical cells were 
later o©nst:mct@d by tbs College Instrtwaent Shop. Th® 
rotating ass«bly was constructed In this laboratory. 
Spectrophotometers. A Beeteaan model EC spectrophot®-
aeter was used in th© work involving high levels of cobala-
mins. A Colea&n aodel 6a spectrophotoMeter was used in the 
oolorlmetric protein and sulfhydryl deterainations. 
Beactions of Oobalsffliiw with Amino Acids 
and Other &i«ll Ifolecules 
Introdaction 
Aquocobalaain (vitamin ©igb^  shown to react 
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with few© amino acids, Mstidii» and eyst®iH®» Oool®j and 
oo-workei-s (68) prepared hlstidln® ooballsliroia® Isj mixing 
1 ml. of ^ »hl®tidln® and 1 ag. of 83^ 215 0-25 al* water, 
separating th® coball©hr©m@ from th© ©xoess amino acid bj 
paper chromatographj, and ©luting th® ©©balishrom® with 
water* Tho absorption spoctnia of histidin® cobaliehrom® 
showed maxima at 275# 357# and 535 sfi* at pH 2 and 
showed a alight bathoehroral© shift toward longer waT©l«ngths 
as pH of th® solution was raised. Cfhroaatographic 
©Tidence indicated that th© treatment of th® eompomd with 
oyanid® remo-red th© histidin®. It was not demonstrated that 
coi^let® eonT©r®lon of t© th® eobalichrom® had b®®n 
®ffect®d» and no mention was mad® of th® resmlts of similar 
axperiments using cjanocobalgrain (vitamin 1^ 2) and histidin® 
or with th®8® eobalaains and other amino acids. 
fh® abo'V'® rather llaiited ©irideno® has b@©n widely cited 
as »u.gg®8ting eobalichrom® fomation as a mod® of linkage 
between proteins and eobalaaina. lo fia?th0r infomation has 
appeared in the literature concerning this or similar 
reactions. 
The reaction of vlt«in cysteine was first 
reported by I»ang and Ghow l^ k)* ®nd appears to be similar to 
the reaction of with other reducing agents such as 
thiajttim# ascorbic acid^  hydroqulnone^  hydrogen peroxide, 
sodiua taaloglyoolate, thioraallc acid and thiosorbltol (55, 
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56, 57# 3ii.3)# Heating B3^ 2b above 
eompounds in solution destroyed tbe miorobiologioal activity 
of the oobalaaiin. fitamin unaffeeted by similar 
treatment. reaction of with asoorbio aeid results 
in oomplete loss of ©olor Mid liberation of the ©obalt atom 
from the Bi2b moleoule {$$)* Presiiaably, the other reducing 
agents react in the same manner, fhe reaction is not 
reversible, but can be prevented by the presence of cyanide, 
sulfite, nitrite (all of which replace the aquo- group of 
aquocobalarain) and ferric iron {55)« 
It was the lack of infomation concerning the reactions 
of eobalamins with amino acids that prompted the limited 
studies reported below, for if histidine is the only amino 
acid which will coabine with cobalfflalns, and if histidine 
will not react with ©yanocobalaain, some further mechanism 
imst be sought to eaqplain the apparent reaction of cyano-
cobalsBiin with protein. 
General aethod 
A shift of the absorption spectrum of the cobalsMin in 
the presence of ths Mim acid was taken as evidence for a 
reaction. Obviously, a reaction which did not affect th» 
chriMiophoric part of the molecule ^ would not have been observed 
by this method# Most of the reactions were carried out in 
0.1 M primary sodiua phosphate (pH ii..5) using approximately 
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50 /ag. ©obalaialn and 6 mg. of th.® test aubstano® per milli­
liter. After allowing the solution to stand at room 
temperature for at leaet one how* the positions of the 
three prlnoipal aaxiaa of the absorption spectrum were deter-
Biimd. Some reactions required several hours to reaeh 
equilibria. 
Two oobalaKiins were used in this studj. Vitamin 83^ 2 
as obtained in Bevidox (Abbott) was found to be essenti&llj 
pure# speetrophotometrioally. ?ita®in was prepared 
fr«ffli vitratin B32 W aeration with nitrogen at pH k. lAiile 
being llluainated with a $00 mtt light bulb. The reaction 
was considered complete when ttie ratio ©f absorbaneles at 
351 361 ifi. had risen from 0.62 to a maxSmua of approxi­
mately 1.5 (68). 
Besuita 
The vitamin solution showed absorption spectrua 
laaxima at 271|.# 351 md Ssif. iqtt. at pH l|..5» In the presence 
of a large molar excess of histidine, hlstidyl Mstidlne, 
pyridine, histamine, carnosine (/?-alanyl histidine) or 
imidazole the maxima were shifted to the longer wavelengths, 
indicating a reaction of the compound with fh@ 
absorption spectra aaxtea of these solutions are given In 
fable 1. ?itaMln did not appear to react with any of 
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fable 1* Principal irisibl® and ultraTiolet absorption 
sp©0tra aaxima of doriTatif©® of vitanin 
Mixtor® Haxina, nyi* 
¥it®®iin Bj2|j 27k 351 $2k 
?ita®ln 
Histidln® 277 35f 538 
Hlatidyl-histidlne 271 358 538 
Histsmine 358 538 
Carnoaim 276 358 536 
Baidazol® 278 358 3II2 
Pyridine 359 S33 
the following aaino acids s gljoin©,. alaain©, arginin#, 
aspartio acid, oystin®, glutamie acid, hydrojgrprolint, 
lyain®# methionine, isoleuGine, leucln©# norleuein®, pro-
11m, serin®, threonine, asparagln®, valine oad glutaain®. 
Itother, apparently did not roaot with any of th® 
following ooapoands? glyoyl-glyeyl-glyelne, b®nziinlda«ole, 
nicotinto acid, pyridojcine, uraeil, adenine, ereatlnine, 
nlootinaaid©, kynurenio acid and nleotin®. fhe visibl® and 
near ultraviolet absorption aaxJlma of wer® destroyed 
when allowd to reaot under th® same oonditions with eysteine, 
aseorbie aoid, thiaiain© or glutathione. . ®ie absorption 
apeotra of Bjjg reiaained iinohanged in the preseno® of ai^  of 
the above ooMpomds# 
3Q 
Tb© observation that ben^ imidazol© did not reaat with 
®12b unexpected, for benzimidazole is not wueh weaker in 
basicity^  with a pK^  of 5*5 (Ikk)* than ttit imidizol© of 
histidine, with a pE^  ©f 6,0, Ew@n at pH 7 there was no 
evideno© of a reaction between bmgiaidazole and C©a-
potmds whieh would pemit a differentiation of basicity and 
sterio effect® have been prepared but were not 
available for this investigation. 
It is apparent from th© ©ompounds which react with 
tlmt the ring nitrogen atom of histidine is the one involved 
in the formation of histidine oobalichrome. fhis would sub-
stantiate the proposed nature of this reaction by Cooley and 
©©-worker® (68)» However, if this reaction involves the 
fomation of a coordinate bond between th® ring nitrogen and 
the ©obalt atom, as proposed, one would expect hydrogen ions 
to ©cK^ ete for the basic nitrogen, i.e., the reaction should 
be reversible by lowering the pH. Qualitatively, this wai 
found to be the case, smd at about pH 3 even a 10^  molar 
ex©es8 of histidine waa insufficient to effect a conversion 
to the cobalichrome« 
It ims decided to detenaine the magnitude of th© ©qui-
libriura constant so that a better estimate of the effect of 
pH on th^  extent of th® reaction could b® mad®. Varying 
dilutions of histidine (free base) were added to a given 
aiaomt of in 0.2 M phosphate buffer at pH 7 ®nd 25® C« 
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fh© absorbancles were detemlned at 370 a wavelength 
i^ ich gav© a satisfactory absorbanoj differential between 
th© tw3 eorapounds» These data ar« presented in Table 2» 
Using these absorbancy values th© amount of histidine 
eobaliehrome fomed was calculated. The equilibrium constant 
for the reactions 
Histidine 4* B2,2b  ^Histidine ©obalichrorae + %0 
waa then calculated by means of th® following equations 
#iere [hsJ Is the concentration of histidine ooballohroiae at 
equilibrium, [list] is the original hiatidin© concentration 
and [^ 12^  original B|^ 2b ®on,oentration» The term 
involving the hydrogen ion concentration is in consequence 
of the second ionization reaction of histidine (pK^  ® 6#0). 
Th® above equation was derived on the assumption that only 
the concentrations of the monocationio and ieoionic forms- of 
histidine were present, and that the isoionic- form was th® 
reactive species. The equilibrium constants for the values 
between one-tenth and nine-tenths conversion are given in 
Table 2. It can be seen that the reaction requires a con­
siderable excess of histidine even at pH 7 to accomplish a 
considerable conversion. At pH it would require an approxi­
mately 0.1 M histidine to effect the same conversion that 
''=([Hlat]-|H0D) (|Bi2b] - M) 
m 
fatal® 2» latlaatlon of the equillbrlm constant for th# 
vitaaln Bj^ j^-l^ lstidin® reaotion 
Ho. Initial 
histidily 
cone* 
M X 10^  
Absorbamy 
370 nfL, 
Calo«late€ 
eoballchroaa 
eon©.® 
M m 10^  
Equlllbrltja 
constant^  
K X 10-3 
A 750. Q,m 
B 500. 0.469 
C 50. O.I1.59 3.00 3.5 
D 10, O.I428 2.i|.2 3.5 
E 7.5 0.i|l9 2.28 3.8 
F 5.0 0.1I.01 1.99 3.8 
Q 3.0 0,378 1.61 3.9 
H 2.0 0.358 1.30 k'O 
I 1,0 0.330 0.85 k*3 
J 0.50 0.308 0.50 li..2 
K 0.00 0.277 
'^Initial vitamin eoneentratloni 3*20 x 10**^  M. 
-Blstldln® eobaXlotaroffli] 
[Hlstldln^  
kl 
0.001 M Mstldin® does at pH 7» 
Thes® rosults appeEtr to open to question, th® reported 
detonainatlon of tb.® absorption spootrua aaxiraa of Mstidin© 
oobaliohroK® at pH 2 (68). Howa^ er, it was found that ono® 
tb@ oobaliotooMe was fomod, the rat© of reaofal of th® 
histidin® group by acid was slow enough to pemit spectro-
photoiaeti'le exaaination even at pH 2. This situation is 
s©»»yh.at analogous to th® acid stability of althou^  
th® equilibriuia eonstant for the reaction .of with 
cyanide is much larger than for the aboT® reaction (65)» 
Suamary 
¥lt®iiin has been found to react with histidyl-
histidin®, camosine* hiataaine. Imidazole and pyridine to 
for® cobalichromes analogous to histidin© oobalichroB®, aa 
evidenced by eharacteristlc shifts in absoiption spectra 
Maxiaa, fhe characteristic absorption spectrum of was 
destroyed by several re<fticing agents, including cysteine and 
glutathione, ¥itaain B|2 did not appear to react with any 
of the compoundte tested. 
The equilibrium constant for the reaction between 
and hiatidine was estimated to be if. x 10^  1* per mole at 
25® The reaction was found to be markedly pH dependent# 
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DeT©iopm«nt and Bxamimtion of a Dialysis Method 
for Deiteralnlng Bound Cobalaains 
Introdaotion 
A ©areful consideration of th© published methods for 
measuring the ®xt@nt of eobalamin-protein or similar reac­
tions ltd to th® oonclusion that separation of the fre© 
cobalaain from th® bound eobalamin bj dialysis followed by 
radio-assay of ©aoh, offered th© greatest promise of being 
an uneomplicated, atraigfeitforward approach. The on® 
reported attempt (95) to deTise sush a procedure resulted in 
a ouRfcersoraa, theoretieally unsound method. This method 
eonsisted of dialysing 11 al» of a labeled oobalamin-test 
substanoe mixture against 10 mli, of wter for 24 hours, 
removing $ ml. of th® dlalysate and replacing it with 5 
of water, dialyaing 2k hours, reaoYing 5 »1* of th© second 
dialysate and again replacing' It with 5 of water, 
dialysing for a third 2lf. hour period and again remo-ring 5 
ml. of the dialysate. fhe 5 ral. dlalysate aliquots were 
added successively to a planchet, dried and counted after 
each addition. It was stated (95) that "the addition of 
the third portion of the dialysate did not materially 
increase the activity'*. Theoretically this cannot be so# 
Assuming an equilibrium had been reached at the end of each 
1^ 3 
2i}. hour period, the third addition should have increased the 
activity by 32#9 per cent, and even a fourth dialysis should 
have increased the activity by 9m$ per oent# One explana­
tion mi^ t be offered? Kiat iftie Increase of self-absorption 
of tb® weak -radiation of Co^ ®, by an aoouaulatlon of 
salts for example, roughly coapensated for the activity added 
to the planohet. 
All of the other reported dialysis methods involved 
eadaaustive dialysis and measurement of activity by miero-
biological assay. Ediaustive dlalyiis was considered unde­
sirable beoiaise of the time involved and the extent of dilu­
tion of the dlalysate, neoessltating either a concentration 
step, or the use of hl^  actifltie#. A review of dialysis 
proce&ires used for other pui^ oses did not reveal any which 
appeared to be particularly suited to this problem. 
Developttent of the dialTsia method 
It se«aed desirable to obtain a mathematical expression 
of the dialysis process for use as a basis for selecting the 
nioit desirable conditions. Since dialysis li essentially a 
diffusion process, the rate of dialysis is dependent on the 
area involved and the concentration gradient. Assuming that 
tiM only significant concentration gradient i® aeross the 
raembrane, that the temperature is constant, and that the 
aeabrane is of constant thlctoees, the rate of dialysis of a 
kk 
substane® ©an b® ®:Epr®ised ast 
§ = KA (0„ - Oi) 
lAuer® g Is th® amount of solmt® dlalysed, K is th® p©m®a-
bUlty constant for th® a«i^ ran®t A is th© ar®a of th© Ma-
bran®, and and ar® conoentrations of th® solut® outsid® 
®nd insid® th® a®mbran® r®sp#0tlir«lj» Sspressing eonc@ntra» 
tions as amount of solut® par volu»® ®nd integrating this 
©a$>r@siion froia 2®r© time to tim© t th® following fonaula 
was obtained! 
wher® and ar® th® Toluaes outsid® and insid® respec­
tively, ¥ is the total folum® (Vq + Q la th® amount of 
solut® insid® originally, g is th® amount of solut® inside 
at tim® t, and K is a lamped constant term. By substituting 
arbitrary values in this ©quation it was found that for a 
eonstsint a®«braa® area, th® tim® required to reach a given 
©oneentration ratio Ci#®», th® rate at which ©quilibrium is 
approached) lnereas®s if th® volume of either side ia 
inor@as@d. This time is of eours®, deer®as®d by increasing 
meribrai® area, and is unaffected by the original amount of 
solut®. It was thu® concluded that if a certain lainiaua 
voltme wai required of each side for samples, the ideal 
apparatus would consist of equal volumes of liquids on 
1^ 5 
®l%hm sid® of a Membran® of as larg® an ar@a as possible# 
For a system of equal volmes th® seeond equation rettaees tos 
, 0 « KrAt 
Th® mlniam Tolum© of solution required for radioiso­
tope counting was the 20 ml. neeessarj to fill th® liquid 
An 
counter# PreTioui experiences with Co" indicated that 
counting dried samples on planchets was •^ ery unsatisfactory 
if there were any dissolved salti or other non-volatil® 
solutes present. Iiiquid counting, even though inefficient, 
was found to be very reproducible, tinaffeoted by moderate 
amounts of other solutes, and certainly less time-consuaiing 
than platiEg out cobalt {lli,6) ©r atterapting to correct for 
self-absorption of solid samples.. 
The original plan to meet these requiraaents consisted 
of using dialysis tubing of small diameter, stirring both 
solutions, dialysing against as aaall a voluae of outside 
liquid as possible, and allowing the dialysis to go to 
within one per cent of equilibritM. Using 16/32 inch 
diameter ?isking Dialysis fubii^ , 2$ ml. inside and outside 
voluanes, and vertical motion of the bag for stirring, 
dialysis was 99 per cent coaplete in 12 hours. These runs 
were performed at room t«aperature. Diffieiilties with th© 
agitation apparatus and the probable necessity of running 
th® dialysis at lower temperatsare to prevent microbial 
I}.6 
growth sugg@st®d that this method was not mrj praetlaal# 
It was reasoned that if the area ©r the aerabrane oould 
b® kept ©onstant from on© run to another, dialysis for a 
given period of time should lead t® a constaait molar ratio 
on eaeh side# and that extended dialysis to a point ©lose to 
equilibrium would be unnecessary, faking into acoount the 
desirability of a large membrane area to "rolume ratio and 
ttie necessity of uniform and reproducible agltationf an 
apparatus consisting of two ehanrols, separated by a sheet 
of cellophane, was eons true ted of Plexlglas. This oell was 
rotated at the rate of approximately three revolutions per 
minute by an electric Motor-reduation gear assembly, ®ils 
apparatus wms found to give surprisingly reprostooible 
results, and preliiainary studies with several protein 
preparations indicated that a fairly good estimation of the 
extent of reaotions making eobalamlns non-dialysable oould 
be Made* 
Based on these promising results, and with some design 
modifioations, ttoree identical dialysis cells wire eonstructed 
and the rotating meohanlsm modified to aeoept ^ e three 
cells. Kie apparatus is shown In Figure 1. Bach cell half 
was 3 3/4 2.2 by 3/8 inches in size and contained a milled 
out channel of 1 1/4 by 10 by 1/8 inches. A hole for filling 
and emptying each channel was drilled from the outside edge 
k7 
to th© channel# and th© out si d© third of this hole waa 
tapped to acei^ t a aaall bolt* Appropriate holes wer® 
drilled to accept th® l/k inch bolts holding th® two c®ll 
halTds together. The membrane wa® obtained by lengthwise 
splitting of 36/32 inch dlimeter Visklng Malysis fubing* 
and was stretched taut while being el®ap©d between the two 
sections. A thin layer of grease applied M-ound the edge of 
the inside face of both cell sections presented any leakage. 
Th® two channels of each unit were designated as side 
A and side B,. and were filled siraultaneously msing two 25 
ml. transfer plpets connected to 3 inch, 17 gauge needle# 
with short pieces of rubber tubing. The solutions used for 
both sides were identical# except for the cobalamins and 
non-dialysable test substances, which were present in the 
solution used for aide A only. The 25 m1» left an air 
space of about 5 »1. on each side. When filled, the small 
bolts were inserted and the cell was rotated for four houri. 
The contents of each side were then remoired with a syringe 
and needle, and 20 ml. of each side was counted to a total 
of 10^  counts, using the G-»M dip tube. The s^ e membrane 
was used for several runs, and the unit was flushed out 
ei^ t or ten times with distilled water and kept filled 
between runs. The results were nost easily tabulated as 
tl» per cent of the total activity which was present in side 
B at the end of four hours, designated as Tbis value 
Figure 1. fh# partial dialysis apparatus used In 
tMs InTestigation. 

$0 
apppoacht©® $0 por oent as the ffiaxiwum. Prom this "ralu© 
actual oonctitrations ean to® ©aloialated if th® oount per 
minute per amount of cobalaraln has been d©t®i^ in©<i« 
Results of studies to dgtemin# th^  Talidity of the dialyaia 
Bwthod, 
®h© requirement® placed on this method w@r® initially 
rather simple, as prelialnarj work with it was primarily 
qualitativ® in nature—that is, to deterain® whether or not 
a protein preparation bin^ s a oobalamin. As th® work pro-
gr®sa#d a aor® quantitatiT# answer was desired, leading to 
further testing of the method, so that the data reported in 
this section represent only a partial and somewhat discon­
nected survey of th® factors iM.ch affect the metiiod. 
Iffeot of cobalamin concentration* Clearly, the %3 as 
defined above should be independent of original cobalamin 
concentration for a system containing no bound (non-dialysable) 
cobalamin. Kiis was found to be generally true with one 
reservations fh@ dialysis rat® of vitamin lower 
than that of vitamin Bj^ 2 t;he dialysis was performed in 
distilled water. Using buffered solutions, and 62^ 2^  
gave approximately the same %D values, and their concentra­
tions had no apparent effect on th® dialysis rate, as shot®, 
by the results listed in Table 3« An asterisk {«•) has been 
used in the tables to indicate 0© labeled cobalasains •. 
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Tabl© 3# Effect ©f cobalaain concentration on th® apparent 
rat® of dialysis 
Initial content a of Sid© 
Original ®®11 
1 al» aixtur®® Il4.«3 
2 ml. raixtttr® 
l|. Ml. mixtmr® kk-»Z 
Identieal e©lls 
1 ml. B22«» n© buffer i|.l«l4. 
1 ml. no buffer 36.5 
1 al, Bj2b^ *  ^buffer 1^ 0.6 
1 al. B^ ^^  i{.0«2 
1 ml. i|,0.0 
1 ml, ®12b 39.0 
1 al. Bj^ g^  i|J..5 
2 m1. ij.2.1 
2 Ml. B-] p^ » $0 4*1*5 
1 al. Bi^ 4^  1^ 0.6 
2 al. Bj^ gb'S' 4o»6 
2 ">1. Bjzty,, 50 Bi2b 
®Dlalysls waa carried out in 0.2 M phosphate buffer, 
pH 6.6, ©xeapt wh®r® noted otherwis®. 
Is 
Ih© per sent dialjs«d» ^ D, is th© per cant of th® 
total actl¥ltj found in Sid® B at th© ©nd of th® four hour 
period of dialysis. 
®0n© al. of th© C©^ ®-lab®l®d cob&laain solutions oon-
tain«d approximately 200 ayig. fh@ labeled cobalamin 
solutions ar® denoted with an asterisk (#.). 
Blomr dialysis rat® of vltanin B3^ 2b water than 
in buffer solution may b® partially explained by th® obser­
vation that oslloph^ © binds ®12b to a oonsiderabl# extent# 
but l®sa is bound in 0.2 M phosphate buffer than in 
water. This was demonstrated by mixing oobalaains and 
cellophane in the amounts present in the dialysis cell, and, 
after allowing 30 ainutes for the binding to go to oo^ l©-
tion, raeasuring the activity of the aipernatant solution. 
The result8 are given in Table l|.. The bound vitamin 
fable ij.. Binding of vitamin B^ g^b cellophane 
Mixture 40tivity of 
solution, 
cpm. 
347 
3kB 
1 ml. 25 Ml* H2O 
1 ml* Bx2b#* g. ©ellophane in 25 »!• H2® 
3% 
335 
1 Bl. in 0.2 « buffer 
1 ml. 0.28 g. eellophan® in 25 ®1. 0.2 M 
buffer 
363 
31+5 
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o©uld b@ liberated by the addition of a small amoxmt of 
iodima oyanid®* Apparently ttils binding does not interfere 
with the dialysis of 13^ 2^  in buffered solution* for the 
addition of large mounts of non-labeled 'rltaaln Bigjj in the 
dialysis run resulted in eoaplete recovery of activity# but 
no change in dialysis rate at shorn in Table 3« 
Although the binding ©f B3^ 2b cellophane has not been 
mentioned In the literaturet it was reported {Id^ D that 
oobalamlns present In sea water appeared to be adsorbed by a 
oellulose aeetate membrane after prolonged dialysis* It 
appears probable that not was the form adaorbed. 
Effect of temperature^  A constant teaperature room was 
not available for these studiest necessitating the use of one 
cell as a control run where quantitative results were 
desired. It was of interest however, to detemin# the effect 
of temperature on dialysis rate as a basis for possible con­
struction of a large thermostat. Triplicate determinations 
at five t«Biperatures were performed, using the same cobalaain 
and buffer solution and the same three membranes. Tempera­
ture variations during those runs did not exceed *1® G» 
These data, given In Table 5» also illustrate the reproduci­
bility attained in the three identical cells. It was 
interesting to note whether the effect of temperature on the 
dialysis constant followed the Arrhenius equatloni 
fabl® Effect of fc#mperatur« on th® dialysis rat« of 
vltaaln 
T©mp®3?atur® 
®C. 
Cell 
no. 
Aotiirity after l|. hours® 
A B Total 
23 1 
2 
3 
2k0 
2k$ 
2i4.8 
170 
168 
171 
kio 
m 
14.19 
II.1.5 
ko.7 
14-0.8 
Zk 1 
2 
3 
2k5 
2i|.3 
2)|j| 
169 
171 
17l|. 14.1k ij.18 
14-0.8 
ia..3 
ij.1.6 
28 1 
2 
3 
237 
235 
237 
177 
178 
177 
i+iij. 
aj 
i}2.8 
1^ 3.1 
1^ .2.8 
33 1 
2 
3 
230 
230 
228 
18k 
186 
184 
klk 
qjlo 
l|.12 
kk*k 
I414..7 
¥j..7 
38 1 
2 
3 
221 
223. 
219 
190 
192 
192 
llll 
513 
14.11 
14-6.2 
i4.6.5 
1^ 6,7 
•^Initially ®ach ©©11 ©©ntaineds 
Sid® Ai 1.25 »1. in 2$ ml., of 0.2 M 
phosphate tnaffer, pH 6.6 
Sid® Bs 25 «!• of 0.2 M phosphate lmff®r, pH 6.6. 
InK «s - ^  4 0. 
Sino® the area and tlm© wer® contanfc for all runs, it was 
suffleitnt to plot 
log log 
against reciprocal absolute tMiperatur® to test for th@ 
applioabllltj of the Arrh@nius equation to tMs situation. 
Such a plot, given in Flgur® 2, r®¥@al«d that the data w«re 
rather insufficient to decide this point. 
Correspond©no® of th© dialjsis method with tho dlalysia 
rate egmatlon. Although it m® not neoeasary for th® 
dialysis method to follow th® rata foraulation to serve th© 
purposes of this investigation, th© fact that it does 
appear to follow the equation lends aorae respeotabllity t© 
th© method, and allows on® to oaleulat® with some certainty 
th© tin© required to reaeh a given ooneentration ratio, fwo 
series of ©ells containing Identieal solutions -mvm used for 
this study. One oell of each series was taken off at th® 
end of two h^ ura, one at tha?®e hours, and the third at four 
hours. Calculation of S'A,. for each of the cell® gave a 
relatively constant value, as shown in Table 6». J^ oa this 
K* A 
value of the time required to reach to within on® per 
cent of equilibrium was calculated and found to b© 8.3 hours, 
fhls is not an inordinate length of time, and makes feasible 
Pigur® 2. fh® effect of tesperatmr© on th® dialysis 
rat® constant. Individual d®t®minations 
plotted from th© data given in 
fabl© $, 
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0.1 0 
0 . 0 5  
CM 
o  - 0 . 0 5  
- 0 . 1 0  
- 0 . 1 5  
3.3 3.2 3 .4 
T-'xIo' 
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6» Corr©apoM©ii0® of th© partial dlaljsls method 
with the dialysis rat® equation 
fia® 
hr. 
o®n 
no* 
Activity after giv®n tlia®®-
0Pm« 
A B fotal 
V 
2 1 338 172 510 33«7 0.243 
? 2 307 207 tfO.3 0.237 k 3 286 231 517 kk'7 0.2M|. 
3 1 306 210 516 kO,7 0,2k2 
k 2 289 229 518 1|4.2 0.234 
Z 3 337 171 508 33.7 0.243 
I^nitially ®ach o#ll eontainedi 
Sid® At 1.5 al. ®32«'  ^buiff©r. 
Sid® Bs 2$ ml. 0.2 M btiffer. 
^  • 1 a g T S  =  I  l o e  f M  *  
«xt«ndli5g th« dialysis period %ia©n©ver th® precision at 
fotir hours is oonsid©r@d insufflaient» 
Other faetors whish may affect the rat® of dialysis» 
Liailted data will b© presented later which indicat® that th© 
rate of dialysis of eyanooobalaain is Indapendent ©f pH 
betwen pH 2 and 10, but that at pH 11 to 12 th© dialysis 
rat« apparently d©er®as©s, Seireral other factors, suoh as 
th@ Tariabillty of pore size of th# aembran® and th® 
fiscoslty of tha test solutions, w®r® not investigated* 
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Saimary 
A workable and reproducible partial dialysis method -ms 
developed for th® purpos® of Measuring th® OTiount of fre© 
(dialysabl®) and thus th© amount of boxmd (noa'-dlalysabl®) 
oobalsmin# A dialysis cell possessing a rather larg® mem-
bran© ar®a to Toltaa® ratio was constructed* .Th® us® of 
thr®® identical cells permitted sliaultaneous detenainatioM 
t© b® mad®. Several factors which affect th© rat® of th® 
dialysis w@r@ studied. It was concluded that the rat® of 
dialysis ia independent of the cobalamin ©oneentration, that 
th® rate ia directly proportional to th® time of dialysis, 
and that th® rat® is markedly tei^ erature dependent. Th® 
rate of dialysis of vitamins and w®r® fotmd to b® 
esa®ntlally th® sam® in buffered solutions. Th® cellophane 
dialysis tubing, used as the meMbran© was found to bind 
fltamin Bj^ b*  ^lesser extent in buffer solution than 
in wat@r« 
Beactions of Gobalgoains with Blood Proteins 
Intro<tection 
Most of the reported value® for the amount of cobalamin 
present in maiHEBalian senais range from 0.1 to 0.6 ^ g. p®r 
ml. Cll7f 118# 120, 125)» while values for whole blood are 
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reported t© range jfrom 0«3 to 1»5 per ml. (114.8, ll49» 
150)# as measured by microbiological assay procedures. It 
has been claimed that additional amotmts or eobalamiias# in 
the order of 0.5 i^ g. p®r ml. ©an be bound by normal human 
seruitt, and that alpha-globulin proteins are primarily 
involved in the binding of cobalsMlns {122, 12$$ 126). It 
has also been reported (iSD that cobalamins incubated with 
t^ ole blood appear not t© enter or be bound by th® red 
cells. It was quite unexpected therefore, when results 
indicating a binding in the order of 150 w^ g* of cobalamln 
per ml. of nhole hemolysed blood were obtained during some 
early trials with dialysis .bags# Biis was later confirmed 
using the dialysis cells, and further studies were carried 
out in order to find the cause of this large discrepancy 
between reported results and results obtained by the dialysis 
method. BoTliie blood preparations were used in this 
in-re s ti gat ion. 
Studies using the dialTSla method 
fhe first studies of the effect of whole blood on the 
dialysis systems, using the original dialysis cell, indicated 
that OTer half of the cobalamins were rendered non-dialysable, 
and that this effect could be preTented by an excess of 
cyanide, fhese results are given in Table ?. Several 
subsequent attempts to repeat these observations,' using a 
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Table 7* Effect of several blood preparations ©n th« 
dialjsl® of oobalaaiins 
Initial contents 'Of Side A 
Old Co^ -^eobalaain stock solution 
2 al» stock soln. 
2 rail, stoek soln., 1 ml. blood 20.7 
2 ffll. stook soln., 1 m1, blood, 5 ag* ®aCI 144*9 
2 ml. stock soln,, 1 ral, blood 17.9 
60 Frssh Oo^ -cobalamin stock solution 
1.5 Ml, stock soln. i)4»4 
1.5 i®l# stock soln., 1 ml. blood I}.3*0 
1,5 al. stock soln., 1 ml. li®molysed r®d cells ij^ .l 
1.5 ffll. stock soln., 1 Ml. plaama 
newly prepared dilution of 0©^ ® eobalraiin, failed to show 
any evidence of eobalamin binding, fhese results are also 
shown in Table 7* 
A possible explanation for this discrepancy was that 
the old solution of cobalamins, which had been kept in the 
refrigerator except for removing portions for experiments, 
had been ej^ osed to enough light • to effect a considerable 
conversion from the original form, to This was 
easily shown to b® the case by converting a portion of the 
newer dilution to illumination and nitrogen aeration 
at pH for 8 hours, and then repeating the previous experi­
ments with this preparation. The results are given in Table 
8. This great difference in the reactivity of and 
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tabl® 8, Effect of several blood preparations on th® 
dialysis ©f vitamin 
Initial contents of Sid® A 
Xm$ al* 
1.5 Ml. 1 ml. blood 21.3 
1.5 1 heaolysed r@d cells 30#9 
1.5 «1. Bia,#* 1 ®2.« plasma 
althou^  perhaps not wnea^ JdCted, has not been reported in 
th® literature• 
Sine® such a diff@r©n©@ does «xist|i considerable modi««-
flcatlon of the ©;xp«rlni©ntal proeedur® ms indicatod. !Eh@r«-
aftor# solutions of cobal«ins w®r« convurtod either to 
®12b abov® method, or eoaplttely to adding an 
excess of sodlm cyanide and removing the exeesa ©yanid® by 
nitrogen aeration. Th& solution was kept in a perfectly 
light-tight flask in a refrigerator. 411 operations 
involving th© us© of including th© actual dialysis 
runs, mre carried out in a photographic darkroo® under 
oiniaum light eoMitions. 
The results of further studies of the effect of blood 
preparations on the dialysis of vitamins Bj^  ®12b 
suiamarlsed in Tabl© 9# It is clear that a considerable 
amount of is rendered non-dialysable by whole blood* 
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Tabl© 9« Sff®©t of Bef&TBl blood preparations on th® 
dialjais of yitamins ®12to 
Initial contaits of Sid® A %!> 
Original cell 
1.5 Ml. I4J1..8 
!•$ ml.  ^ blood (170 mg. protein) I?*!}. 
1.5 ml. 0,5 »!• Ted eells (170 rag* protein) 32.i|. 
1.5 ml. B^ Sb'^ * Pl®®®® ^^ 70 ®g« protein) 2i}..l4. 
1 al. 43*^  
1 ml. B3_2b45.» 2*$ ml# plasma 22.$ 
1 aOL. B2_2b®» pl^ swa-# b.®at»d@natur®d (100® G.) I8.8 
1 ml. 2.5 »!• plasma k3*$ 
1 ml. Bi2b« *^7 
1 »1. Bi2h^ * ^ 50 mg* bovine albmtain (Amour) 23.7 
1 ml, 16 ag. purified globia 2li..8 
1 ml. 3,6 rag. purified globin l|li..6 
Identioal eells 
1 m1. ljij.»2 
1 ml. 2.5 Ml. s®r«® 14.2.0 
1 ml. B22b#» 2.5 ml. serum 17,9 
1 ml. S]L2'® 1|.3»1 
1 al. 2.5 Ml. seryp®, he at-denatured (100® G. ) IA.8 
1 al. 2.5 ral# serum, heat-denatured (100® G.) 12.7 
6li. 
heiaoljsed r®d cells, semm (and plasma), globln, and purified 
ali)UEttln„ ya®r®as, under th@ saa© conditions tho dialysis of 
©ssdntlally unaffooted. It is interesting to not© 
that h#at-d®natur©d s©3?um appears to bind increased amounts 
of for heating serm to release bound oobftlffliins for 
microbiological assay has become a widely used proce&ire. 
fhis method of partial dialysis provides little infor­
mation concerning the fimness with which the cobalsaains ar© 
bound by the protein, fo estimate this, exhoastive dialyils 
of seniM-cobalaiBln mixtures against relatively large 
volumes of saline were perfomed, and the progress followed 
by radio assay of the protein solution. Jt was found that a 
Is 10 dilution of serura containing an excess of 
retained 110 c.p.®., or approximately 25 of 
al. of serunj* iiiiile a dilution of serum containing an 
(%o 
excess of retained only 30 c.p.im.,^  or approximately 
0.9 ^ g. of B32 P®3? ®1* of serua. Frma. the partial dialyais 
results given in table 9# roughly half of the 200 ^ g. of 
®12b bound by 2.5 al# ©f serum, or approximately IfO apag. 
®l2b Bil., indicating fair agreement between the tw© 
methods. Sie values obtained by exhaustive dialysis for 
serua-Bj2 mixtures indicate that only about one per cent of 
the amount of 83^ 2 ®sed in the partial dialysis experiaents 
would be bound by the aaount of serum used. This is defi­
nitely below the sensitivity of the dialysis raethod. 
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fabl© 10, Iffeet of pH on tb.© binding of vitaain Bj2i3 ^ 7 
eexniffl and serm albuiala 
Initial contents of Sid® A pH 
®l2b#» Senm, mg. Albuffiin, itg. 
1 
1 2.5 
1 2.5 6.6 17.7 
1 
2.5 
10 1^ 3.5 
1 10 27.9 
1 2.5 
\ 
6.6 23*6 
1 
150 
k kk»7 
1 k l|.1.6 
1 150 6.6 22.8 
If the binding of hj serua and ©thea? preparations 
is th® result ©f eobaliohrom® foraation with th® histidin® 
side chains of th® prot«in^  ©n® could ®^ p©ct th@ reaction t© 
show a pH dep@nd®n©j siwilar to that of th© reaction b©tw®n 
®12b histidin®, fhis point was ©xrasined by conducting 
th® dialysis experiments at different pH levels using 0.2 M 
phosphat© buffer lolutions. fh® results of thes® ®xp©ri-
ffl@nti, given in fabl® 10, indicated that th® binding of i^ D 
by atrum and serum albumin was definitely reduced at pH 1|., 
but was not greatly aff«ct@d by raising tha pH to 10. Thes® 
results only serv® to indlcat® that histldin© sid® chains 
may b® involved and, of course, do no^ t ©liaiinat© other 
possibilities. 
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Position of vitasiin bound bj aorua 
Pitney and eo-workepi (125# 126) have• presented ®vid@iio® 
that th« o< - and /?• glotottlin fraotions of huramn s®ruia are 
priiaarily involved in th© binding of ©obalamlns. Although 
th® oobalaain involvad was referred to as vitaain 
precautions to prevent conversion to mentioned In 
th® report. In fact# th® work is In disagreement with the 
less ambiguous work of Shilling Cllli-)# i^ o reported that 
added e©^ ®»®obalamins are bound prla€a?ily bj the albumin 
©oaponent of serm. With th© demonstration, described in 
th@ preceding seotion, that relatively larg® amounts of 
are bound to sermn as coapared with th® amount of additional 
B'jjg which etn be bound, it beoame important to deterraiine 
i«heth©r a single component or all eon^ onenta of serua were 
involved in th® binding of Four pieoes of evidence 
conoeming this point were obtained. 
Salt fraetlonation of seraa labeled with 
Sie general purpose of this experteent was to detemine if 
an arbitrary fraetlonation of a labeled seriam resulted in 
axij oonoentr&tion of activity, fwenty ml. of serum were 
aixed with 100 ml. (2000 i^ g.) of Co^ -^Bj^ gb dialyaed 
exhatistively against distilled w«ter at 0® G. A precipitate 
(euglobins) was removed by centrlfugation, re-dissolved in 
#aline and designated Fraction A. fhe supernatant was 
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slowly made 2 M in ammonium stilfat® at room t@mp©ratur@ and 
th® precipitat® {Fraation B) was rtMoved by oentrifugation* 
r@-dissolv©d in water# and dialysed against salin® oir®rni^ t» 
Bb.® supernatant {I^ aetion 0) was dialysed against salin®, 
mad 6©n®®ntrat®d by pervaporation. Ttm final voluia®® of th® 
three fractions M«r« 25# 50 100 ml. reapeetively# 
Twenty ml. of each fraction were counted in tb@ GH-dip tub® 
assOTbly# 
PTOt®in nitrogen of th® original aerum w«.s d®temin«d 
by mioro-Kjeldahl using a eopper selenite omtalyat for the 
digestion step# and distillation Into 2 per cent borio aeid» 
followed by titration with Oi.05 N hydrochloric acid uaing a 
Mixed indicator, fhe protein contents of th® fractions were 
determined by a coloriaetri© biuret procedure (152) using 
the original ieruia as a standard. The staadard ciitt® 
obtained for this determination is given in Figaro 3. Por­
tions of each fraction and of the original serum were sub­
jected to moving boundary electrophoresia and the relative 
amounts of albumin and th© glolmlins were determined. The 
collected results of this experlaent, presented In Table 11, 
indicate that no concentration of activity was effected by 
this separation proce^ re# Since Inaction A contained very 
little albumin, and Reaction 0 contained no measurable T -
globulins, these components can be ruled, out as possessing 
exclusive bliKilng power. Conceivably, the cobalamin binding 
Figar© 3« Stondai-ci mrwe for th« biuret protein 
d©t®'mlnation» 
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fabl® 11# Position of labeled vitamin 'B-'ipb sei'UMi 
fraetions obtained hj salt frSotionation 
Quantities detemined Original Fraotlons 
aerua A B C 
Total voliM®), ml# 20^  25 50 100 
Total counts p@r 20 al« <« 135 200 188 
Protein 
ag.. per ml. 66,5 6.0 8.0 7.8 
total, g* 1.33 0.15 O.ii-O 0.78 
Counts per ain. per mg. 
25 protein per ml. 
-
23 Zk 
Eleotrophoretie analyses 
Albumin, per eent $IA 6,6 7.2 75.0 
total g. 0.69 0.01 0.03 0.59 
o<-Slobulin, per eent 19.3 23.5 26.7 16.3 
total, g. 0.26 0.03 0.11 0.13 
/3 ^ -Globulin, per eent 9.$ 45.1 11.0 8.7 
total, g. 0.13 0.07 O.Oii- 0.07 
y-Slobulin, per eent 19.6 21}.. 8 55.1 0.0 
total, g. 0.26 O.OJi 0.22 0.0 
aeti-^ -itj could b® present solely in th© o( -globulin or ^  • 
globulin fractions and still b@ mor© or l@ss equally 
distributed by tMs proe®dur«. fherefor®, those results ar© 
only mggtstlT© of a generalized reaetion of ^ X2h atrum 
proteins. 
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Faper ©lectrophorssls of 3©fm labeled with 
Paper eleotrophoresis appeared to offer a aethod simpler 
than fractional preeipltation for sffeetlng a ooraplet© 
separation of s®rum prot@lns. An apparatus was constructed 
which provided fr®® suspension over a span of 12 inches for 
either five 1 inch strips ©r one 6 inch sheet of filter 
paper* fh® enda of the paper were dipped dlreotlj into the 
electrode chambers at each end* Distillation from^  th© paper 
was prevented by using buffer solutions containing 15 to 20 
per eeait glycerol (l53)# which persaitted the process to be 
carried on at room temperature• 
A labeled serum (the same serum used In the previous 
experiment) was prepared by dialysis against saline, and waa 
concentrated to one-half of th® original volume by pervapora-
tion. Three essentially identical detemlnations were per­
formed on this preparation# 
A 6 inch sheet of Hiatraan #1 filter paper waa equili­
brated with the buffer, which was composed of 15 parts of 
glycerol and 85 parts of veronal buffer of pH 8.6 and 0.1 
Ionic strength, fhen a 0.2 ail. simple (0.1 ml. for the 
third deterainatlon) of the labeled serum was applied and 
the sheet subjected to about 3 aa. (250 v.| D. C. current 
for 2l|. hours. The sheet was then air-dried, and subiaerged 
for a few minutes in 0.2 per cent nJbahydrln solution in 
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ao@t©n® centaining 1 p®r cent glacial aeetie aoid» Heating 
at 100® 0. for 10 Minutes was suffielent to develop the 
eoloi»®d protein son®®. Figtir® l|. la a photograph of on® ©f 
th®3@ sheets« 
fh© paptr was out into four s®eti©ns eontainlng th® 
principal eomponents* ai indicated in Figure Ij-t and ashed at 
600® G. in separate eTO@ibl®s. fh@ r®suiting ash was trans­
ferred to planohets with 0,7 »!• of 0.1 I hydro©hlorie aeld 
and dried. Th® planohets w®r® oount®d with th® ®nd-wlndow 
(M tub® In th® lead shield# fh® results of these determina­
tions, given in fable 12# were ealeulated to per oent of the 
total counts $kS and 207 ©ounts per minute for the 
fable 12« Position of labeled vitaaln in serum 
fraotlons obtained by paper eleotrophoresis 
Deteaalnation Total Fer ©ent of total oounts per minute®-
no. opa. Albumin Slobulim 
OC /3 r 
1 Ii.9ii. 8 3k 21 38 
2 11 32 22 37 
3 207 11 28 18 
Average 10 31 20 39 
P^he original serum contained 51.6 per oent albuiain, 
19.3 P®3? oent oc-globulins, 9.5 oent /<?-globulins, and 
19.6 per oent r-globulin#. 
Figure i|.* Faper ©lectpophoto^ paia, of serum labeled 
Mlth G©°®«Tltimin The zones w®i»® 
developed with ninhyiylii# 
7k 
7$ 
tfei*®© runs r©sp©otl¥®ly) to allow direct oomparlson. Tb.ej 
aetmally hav© littl© qmantitativ® significaneo du® to the 
grdat amoiint of self-absorption of tli® salt-ononastod saaplos* 
They do indicat®» howoverj that aotivlty is present in all 
fowr fractions, fdth oonsidorabl© pr®f®r®no® toward th® 
globulini. 
It will b® recalled that bj th© dialysis method, a 
purified albuain preparation ®:^ lbit#d eonsidsrabl© binding 
aetiTity*. fhis albumin preparation was found to b® at l«ast 
97 per c«nt albuain by ol«©trophor©tie analysis. It will 
also b© roealled that h©at-d®natmr«d serum app«ar®d to bind 
mora ""Bi2b natif® s®rtM, a situation «hioh can b© 
lnt@rpr©t«d as an arg»ai®nt against a highly specifi© struc­
tural r@quir©Bi©nt for Bj^ b binding# iai®s© four pieces of 
@vid®nc® thus suggeat that a spacif io protein or typ® of 
protein is not r@sponsibl® for th© binding of Bj^ 2b 
Poaition of eyanocobalanin bound by s®Tma 
An attMipt was »ad© to deteriain® th® position of th® 
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sMall saaount of Co -Bjjg bound by a&rvm» A aixtur® of serum 
and 0o°"-B32 was dlalysod ®3diaustiir®ly in th® dark, first 
against salin© containing 0#5. of sodium cyanide p®r 
liter, then against salin®. By radio assay tho serum bound 
l.l|. Bj2 mlllilltsr. fh« labeled serum was concen­
trated to one-fifth Toluiae by lyophiligsation, and th® 
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fatol® 13. Position of labeled vitamin sorua fraotloai 
obtained by paper electrophoresis 
p^actions 
iklbmln Slobulina 
cx P 
Counts per minute 2.6 2.0 5.a 8.8 
Per cent of total counts 
per iiinut® 13.6 lO.i}. 30.2 lt5.8 
Protein# per cent 
(moving boundary 
electrophoresis) 
53.8 18.3 8.0 19.9 
eomponents were separated by two paper eleetrophoreais rum 
in e^ plete darkness, using 0,10 and 0.I6 ml, per 6 Ineh 
sheet of Mtiattaaii #3M paper, fh© aones were developed by the 
ninhydrin procedure described previously, eut apartj, and 
similar sections of the two runs plaeed in a single ©ruoible 
for ashing, fhe samples were ashed, transferred to planchets 
and comted as before, fhe results are given in Table 13* 
Ko eonelusion eaa be drawn from this ejsperiaient because the 
small amount of activity and the large aaount of ash preseiirti 
on the planchets preclude any good estlaation of activity. 
With considerable refinement of technique it is believed 
that a more valid detenaination of the position of bound 
can b® Made in this way, than by the bacterial assay aethod. 
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It was found by th® partial dialysis method that uaiex-
p©0t®dly larg® amounts of vitamin w©r@ bound by whol® 
bloody serum {and plasma), h«olys#d r«d cells, purified 
globin, purified alburain and heat-denatured serum. For 
serum this binding was in the order of 30 ot per 
lal,, and was stable to prolonged dialysis. Serum and puri­
fied albuain were found t© bind considerably less Titarala 
®12b  ^than at pH Salt fractionation ^ of seruia 
into three crude fractions did not effect any concentration 
of bound Fractionation of serum by paper electw-
phoresis indicated that Bj^ b bound by all fractions, 
with a possible predominance In the globulins. It was con­
cluded that there is little protein specificity InTolTed in 
the binding of by serum, perhaps indicating that a 
cobalaain type of llnka^  with histldyl side chains is 
involved# 
In contrast, vitanin B32 was not bound to a measurable 
extent by the abo-re preparations, as detemined by the par­
tial dialysis method. By ©xhsustlve dialysis It appeared 
tAiat about 1 i^ g. of could be bound per ml. of seruM. 
The position of bound by seram could not be determined 
using the present methods# 
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H«aetl©ns of Gobalaalna with Ljsozjms 
IntrotjtoGtloa 
M&rlj work using baoterial inhibition methods indieated 
that eobalamlns may b# bound by lysozpie (13$)» "Bxim has 
b®©n largely r#j^t©d by further examination of this syst®a 
uaing baoterial uptak® and dialysis methods {90^ 95# 105)* 
However, it has b®@n pointed out (115) that lysozym© is not 
eompl®t®ly retained by eellophan© aembranes (1^)# so that 
there still ©xista soa# possibility of a lysozyae-oobalamin 
lnt@raoti©n« Fi»th®rmor®# in th® ll^t of th® work with 
blood proteins described in th© previous seotion, a reaction 
of lysozym® with appeared to be quit® likely, for lyso-
zytm contains on® per ©ent hlstidin© (155)# and th© imidazole 
side chain way be accessibl® for it appears to be involved 
in the lytic activity of lysossyni® {1$^,}, It was therefor® 
decid©d to study this system using tl:» methoda described in 
the preceding section. 
Effect of lysogme on th© dialysis of eobalaains 
fh® lysoz^e used in this work showed only a single 
peak by moving boundary electrophoresis at pH 8.6 (veronal 
buffer) and 7-8 (phosphate buffer). As shown in fable Hi., 
relatively largo amounts of lysozyia® failed to bind either 
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fabl® ll|.* Effect of on the dlaljsls of vitaBains 
®12 ®12h 
Initial contents of Sid© A 
Oohalamins Lysozym® 
Original cell 
1 ml. ®12b« lil^ .7 
1 ml. ®l2b«» I42.I 
1 Bil. ®12b»* lysozym© in sallm 1^ 3.9 16.0 
1 ml. ®12» lysosyne 6»0 
Identical ©ells 
1 ml. ®12^  ii.S.2 
1 Ml. ®12b«» 250 mg. lysozyM© k2»2 
1 ml. ®12#» kk.,3 
vltaaln or to any appreaiabl© «xt®nt. ®i@ amount 
of lysosyra® iiiich dlalysed through the merabran® during th© 
hour period was ostiraated for two runs by d®t«mlning th® 
final protein ©ontant of both sld®s by th© biuret method, 
using th® original lysozjm® solution as a standard. Sid# B 
contained In on® instance 16 per cent, and in the other, 6 
per cent of th© original protein# fhus th® dlalysability of 
lysozyBMi is at least lower tlmn aobalasins, and any 
appreciable binding of eobalamln© by lysozyme muld 
certainly b® detectable. 
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Paper eleotrophoreslt of ootoalaain~lysoaima adxturea 
Preliminary papar elsotiroplioresis dt combinations of 
lysozya© iiith excess that 
both cobalamins mov®d slightly toward th® cathode and showed 
considerable spreading, and IjBQzJsm moved a considerable 
distance toward th© cathode# By using a 6 inch wid® sheet 
of filter papar (Itoatean #1) 15 mg» of lysozyia© dissolved in 
0a5 Ml. of a Isl laixtmr® of stock and 
Cca, 200 1^ . par ml.) could b« applied. Elactrophorasis 
waa carriad on in tSi® dark for lij. hotirs at li. ra.a. (320 v.), 
using pH 6»8 varonal Iwffar containing 20 par cant glycerol, 
Th® shaat was developed with nihhydrin and cut crosswis® 
into one inch strips startiiag from th® lina of application# 
lach strip was aahad, transferred to planchets and counted, 
fh® resulting counts and a visual astimat® of th© protain 
district ion ara plottad against distance from th® point of 
application in Pl@ire 5. It is apparent that no maasurable 
activity migrated with the principal protein eos^ onant. ffii® 
idOTitity of tha two minor protein components is unknown. 
Suggaary 
Lysozyaa does not appear to react with either vitmin 
®12 ®12b# least in aiaounts measurable by partial 
dialysis and paper electrophoresis techniques, fhua, either 
Flgw© Mstrlbtttlon of i^ dioaetivlty asd pi^ teln resulting fro« paper 
el©etropfeor®sis of a aixtwr® oflysosym-© and Co®®-'rita»in8 
aad fli© solid lin® radl©activity valmes f@r 
®ae& I Inela m«^ @iit. »&© a&s^ d lln® repr©seats & vtam.1 
@sti«,t® of- th« distribution of protein as d@t®et«d. with 
iiiahfdr:iii« 
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th© Imidazol® aid® ©halm of Mstldln® is eoverod up or is 
storioallj mnapproaohabl® by or there are fwthor 
atructural roqmiroments for protoin-Bj^ gj^  roaotlons# 
Roaotlons of Oobalaailns with a Gastrie 
»icosal lx:traot Preparation 
Intro duet ion 
!ni0ro is aaaplo evldenc© in th© literatur® that gastrie 
jmio® and gastrie and diiodonal wmoosa oontain a substsytico or 
substanoos whloh bind larg® aaoimts of ©obalaminsi rsndering 
th® eobalamlns non-dialysab3^  90^  10%) and lanaTailablo 
for @?oid;h of eobalamtn-roqmiring uleroorganisms (83# 90, 
Early spoeulations that th© intrinsic factor activity 
of these substancos may b© indieatod by thoir eobalamin-
bindir® activity (83, 92, 105) w®r# not born® out by »xp@ri-
iiental ovidonco (95# 99, lOk)* M th® present time th© 
exact relationship between these two biological activities 
of these subitances is mnknowi. 4s a result, newer methods 
of measuring intrinsic factor activity based on intestinal 
absorption have been developed for us® in the search for the 
id<Mitlty of the intrinsic factor (156, 157» 158* 159# 160), 
and the reactions of these substances with cobalaains have 
been placed in a position of secondary iaportance. 
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Evidsne® c©no@riilng th© nature of th® reactions between 
these substainoes and ©obalaains Is liait®d. fh©re is som® 
doubt that th© roaotion is stoioMoaotric, and oonf lie ting 
©vidonc® regarding th® heat-lability of the substances has 
b®®n pr®s©nt®d« Heating the substances in th® presene® of 
eobaltous ohlorid® and bensialdazol® has b®®n reported to 
destroy th® binding power of the substanoes (109# 110)• Ebe 
pH dependency of the r®aetion has not been studied, but it 
has been suggested that -aeid groups may be Involved in th® 
reaction (9$§ 116). Hie sulfhydryl group has be®n suggested 
as a possible reactive sit® (l6l)* It has also been 
suggested that a p@ptld@ bond may be formed ttoough one of 
tl» primary amides of th© eobalamln strueture (l6l)» 
Aetually, the question of whieh eobalaains are able to par-
tioipat® in thes® reaetions has not been studied. It was 
therefore of interest to apply th® relatively uneonsplioated 
partial dialysis method to th® study of these reactions. 
Preparation of a gastric mtrm&t 
A preliminary extraotion of ?®ntrioulin with l.O per 
oent sodium chloride# precipitation of protein by slow 
satairation with mmmnlvm sulfate, an^  re-solution of th® 
preoipitate in distilled water gav® a solution of very hi^  
Co^ 0»Bi2 binding activity. Th® activity was not diminished 
by ©atoaustive dialysis or by clarification by centrifugation 
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at 30,000 r.p«ia« in a Spinoo preparative cantrifug®. This 
prtliminary trial balng successful, an ©xtrstction designed 
to eollsot all of th® ©xtraetabl® protein whil® attompting 
to ellmiinat# as much non-prot®in material as possible was 
undertaken. 
On® hundred grams of ?entri©ulln were ground in a 
laortar and ©jctraeted at pH 7*5 with lf.00 ml# of 0.2 per o®nt 
0odiiwi chloride, then extracted again with tm 200 si, por­
tions of water, separating the insoluble matter by oentri-
fugation* !ai® oiMbined supernatant was slowly mad® 2 M in 
sulfate and 2 K in phosphate by adding the sodium salts 
(final pH 5*9) at roora temperature, fhe resulting preoipl-
tat® was then harvested by eentrifugatlon, washed with a ij. M 
sodium phosphate solution (pH 6), and re-dissolved in 100 
»1. of water, fhia .solution was extensively dialysed at 0® 
0. against one per oent aodium ohloride, braught to pH 9.5 
for an hotn? to destroy any pepsin, returned to pH ?•% and 
olarlfled acaewhat by ©entrlfugatlon at 11,000 r.p.m. in a 
Sorval ©entrifUge. fhe supernatant was brought to 0® 0. and 
the protein was precipitated by the alow addition of eold 
ethanol t® reaeh an 00 per cent ©thanolie solution. !fhw 
preelpltate was harvested by coitrifugatlon at 0® C., re-
diasolved in eold water, and dialysed againat three ehanges 
of ^ ymter at 0® 0. !Ph® solution was then pulled throu^  a 
Selas lo. 02 bacterial filter, to give a clear, light brown 
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solufeion* Flir« ml. allquots of this soltation war® fro2;®» in 
t@st tubes and 3®rT«d as sMtplei for all of th@ work 
r®port@d in th© following seetlons. 
This preparation was found to oontain 2.16 »g# of 
nitrogon por al. by th® mioro-KJeldahl awthodi or 13*5 »g.» 
protein p®r ml* using th® factor 6.25« Using only on® 5 
saiapl®!, th® solution contained l8 per a®nt aolida i<h®n 
evaporated and dried at 110® G.# and 0.9 pea? eent ash. As 
det©mined by the biuret method using a serum as the stan­
dard, this solution contained 10.1 mg. of protein per al. 
By Moiling boundary eleetrophoresls in phoaphate buffer at pH 
7.8 at least six oomponents were observed, id.th the bulk of 
th© material exhibiting low anodlo mobility. 
Dlalygia eagperiaients with the gas trie extract 
®his gastri© extraot (CJl) was found by the dlalyais 
A q 
Bi®th©d to bind rather large mounts of G© -Bj_2 
apparently stolohioaetrl® mmxmrt Unfortunately, ^ e aagni-
tude of the temperature effeet on the dialysis rate was not 
realized at tiie time many of these run« were made, and a 
control determination using only the oobalamln wms not 
included in each set. In calculating th© amount of Bj^ 2 
®12b  ^assumed value, based on the results of the 
most recent control runs, was used. In all of this work the 
newer cells were used, and the data are presented in groups 
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of two or tte®©^  Indicating slfflultaneous runs. 
Effect of the gastric extract on the dialysia of 
cobalaaina« It was found that 0#l5 ffll* of th® Gl bound 
appro:ximat©ly half of th® activitj present in 1 ml, of Co^ ®-
(%Ci 
®12 "®i^ f amount of <11 was used most often# 
By microbiological assay using leichnannii Cl62) th® 
radio-cobalasiin solutions wr® found to contain 190 a^ . as 
®12 P®** l®f©ls of GE it was found that about 
730 B22 780 a^ g, of Bj^ 2b w©r® bound by 1 m1» ©f 
0E« fh@s« data ar@ presented in Tabl® 1$, 
AB a check on the possibility that the gastric extract 
was retarding the dialysis by sowie means other than by 
binding cobaliradLns, on© ran was continued for eight hours. 
ITsia® th® dialysis equation (page i}.9.l4. per cent of the 
free 3^ 2, ®bould be found in iide B at the end of eight hours. 
IJh® calculated amount of B32 bound by 1 ml. of Gffi using this 
Talue for the 8 hour run agreed well with the ij. hour values. 
fo further establish this point, a cell containing an excess 
of th© gastric extract on oa» sld® of tto cell and the C©^ ®-
®12 other side, was dlalysed for four hour®, giving a 
of 61|..9 per cent. 4n ®35>ected value of 65•! per cent was 
calculated from the general dialysis equation (page by 
assuming a very large (1,000 times) side B volume. Thus, it 
can be concluded that the syst«i is actually measuring free 
cobalamins* 
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Table l^ . Effect of gastric extract (GI) on the dialysis of 
vitatalna ®12b 
Initial contents of Side A Bound 
GObalmin 
ifjLg. per 
ml. GE 
B12-» 
iil» 
®ia>«-
ml. 
m 
Ml. 
1 KK-L 
1 l|i|..5 
1 0.1 27.3 730 
1 0.1 25*0 829 
1 o.l 27.5 722 
1 0.15 17.1 722 
1 0.15 18.0 751 
1 0.15 17.1 772 
1 0.15 18.5 733 
1 0.15 21.5f 726 
1 64.9^  
T^tiiu run was dialys®d 8 hours• 
f^h® Sid® B of this run contained 0.5 ml. OE. 
fh« slightly hi^ er -ralues for boiind ®-® compared 
to eit®d abov®, w«r® inT®stigat©d further. If th©s@ 
two eobalsanins ar® bound at th# sam® sltts by th@ binding 
subatanco, they should show mtual blocking of th@0« sites-. 
By adding #xc®s® n©n-lab®led gastric 
extract b»f©r« adding th® labeled cobalamins, th® sites of 
eoiabination. If Identical, should b® filled and a nonaal 
dialysis Talu® should b® obtained. As shown in fabl® 16, 
excess B22b adequately blocked th® sltea^  but perhaps 
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Tabl® 16« Effect of ©xoesa non-labeled vitamins B|p and 
®l2b binding of labeled Titaaing 
®12b gastrie extraot 
Initial contents of Sid® A®" %B 
0.15 ml. 1 ®1. 17.7 
0# 1)5 Mil* GSf ^ 0 1^2' 1 ®,1 • 
0»l5 wl« GEji So /S'S* ®12b* 1 M1« 3^*5 
0#l5 ®1* &Ejp 1 18.1* ®l2b^  17.0 
0.15 ml« SI, 50 fig* ®12b» 1 ®12b«' W+.O 
0«l5 Hi* QE# $0 /^ S* ^ 12* 1 ®133# l|.li»lj. 
0.15 ml. Gl# 1 al. ^ 22m ^^ '2 
0»l5 al» GEj $0 fig,* ®12b* 1 I^Pb'^  i|i}.»0 
0.15 mi. 01. $OfXB* B£|° 1 ml. Bi2m k2*7 
®^ie components are listed in order of addition to th® 
buffered solution. Solutiom containing non»label#d 
cobalaaias were iiKJubated 1 hour at room temperature before 
adding th® labeled cobalaaiins • 
not all of th@,Bj2b sites werB blocked by exoess 
These differences in the amount of B32 and ^ 22^  bound 
are probably only a little larger than the sensitivity of 
the aaethod, ®o that further refinements in th© method will 
have to be laad® before effects of this order can be ade­
quately examined. It can be eoneluded frc® these data, 
howevert that it is quit© unlikely ttoat 3^ 2 ®12b 
at different sites entirely, and therefor© their stamotures 
probably have a eoraion reactive group or groups# 
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Bffeet of jgH and exoQSS eyanid© on oobalamln M sS I m 
by tbB gastrlo ejctraot* If aoid groups In th© protein w>l®-
eule ar® prjbnarily rosponsibl® for oobalaain binding, as 
suggested by Chow C95t Xl£)$ on® would 03Kp®0t th® reaotion 
to b® pH dependent# fhls has not b®®n studied previously 
beeaus® the pH must b® kept relatively constant for th© 
bacterial inhibition or bacterial adsorption method. '2^ 1® 
dialyals method is not Halted by such restrlotlons. 
Using phosphorlo aoid and mono-, di-, and tri-sodium 
phosphates# 0»2 M buffer solutions varying from pH 2 to 12 
wer® preparedf and the ®ff@et of inoreaaing or deoreasing 
th® pH relatlv® to tfee routine pH of 6,6 was studied. It 
was found that th© amount of either or Bjjgij bound by the 
gastrie ®xtra©t was essentially unaffeeted by pH chimges in 
tl» rang® of pH 2 to 10, with the possible exception tlmt 
subtly 1®S8 binding of Bjjjfe »®>y have occurred at pH 2. 
fhes® results are recorded in fabl® 17. 
By adding an excess of eyanid® to a solution at 
above pH 7 the dieyanocobalaaln fom pr®d<winatei (39, ij.0, 
75)* If th® proposed structure of this cobalaialn is correct 
(68), and if th® reaction between the binding substanc® and 
®12 ooordination with th® cobalt atom, on© aight 
©apect cyanide tO' compete with th® binding substance for one 
or both of these coordination sites. Malysls experiments 
exaaining this possibility ar® presented in fable l8. It 
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Tabl® !?• Iffaet ©f pH on tbs bindiisg of vltamlna ajad 
®12b gastrl© ©xtraet 
Initial ooatents of Side A pH 
®12#* ®12t>#' ffll* ffil» 
1 0,15 z 21.7 
1 0.15 20.2 
1 0.35 10 20.3 
1 0.15 6 19.0 
1 0.15 I 19.5 1 0.15 8 20.2 
1 
0.15 
2 lil|..2 
1 2 19.7 
1 0.15 6*6 19.0 
1 0.15 Z 23.5 
1 0.15 6 16.2 
1 0.15 10 17.1}. 
appears that at high pH iralmes ther® is partial iiit©i»f®r@ne® 
with lai® bindiis^  by eyanid# ioiM. At pH 6.6 ther® is no 
appapdnt interfereiio® by eyioiid®, or rath«r, hydrooyanie 
acid (pKa » 3.0) t #v@n thou^  ©oapl®t« oonveraion of B2^ 2b ^  
®12 at this pH» It waa fomnd that, at l®a«t 
at pH 10, th® saia® d@gr®® of iiit®rf®r@nee was obtained Aether 
t 
th® eyanid© wa» add®d to th« Big solution b®for® or after 
addition of th® a^trio ©xtraet# fhus, diayanooobaliiiin 
also reacts with th® gas trio «jctraet, to an ®xt®nt probably 
d®t®rmi»d by the oyaaid® ion ooncentration, and boiind 
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Tabl® 18. Effect of 0XC0S8 aodima eyanid© on th© 
vitaain 6^ 2 gastrio ©xtraot 
binding of 
Initial oontmts of Side A pH 
®12'^ ' ®1* laCIf,. mg» 01, ml. 
1 
1 
1 2.5 
0.15 
0.15 
6.6 
6.6 
6.6 
M l.I  
18,7 
18.5 
1 
1 
1 
2.5^  
2.5® 
•
 
•
 
•
 
o
o
o
 
10 
10 
10 
19.5 
25.5 
25.0 
1 
1 
1 2.5®' 
O.is 
o.is 
10 
10 
10 
45.0 
20.6 
25.7 
1 
1 
1 
2.5 
10.0 o
o
o
 
kk
k 
o
o
o
 
20.0 
25.8 
29.9 
1 
1 
1 2.5 
0.15 
0.15 
11 
11 
11 
42.9 
27.0 
37.2 
1 
1 2.5 
0.15 
0.15 
12 
12 
12 
40.3 
33.6 
41.7 
In thm® two samp Its th© GE and w©r© mixed and 
allow®d to stand 1 hour hetore tda® laCM'waa add®d« In all 
others, tti© Bipii, and laCl w®r© mixed befop® the addition of 
the Ql,. 
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eyanoeobalaaln oan apparently b© liberated by oyanid© ions* 
Qnalitati'roly thon, it appears that there is eowpetition 
betwen the gastric extract and cyanide ions for coordina­
tion with Wm oobalt* These results suggest that ooordina-
tion with the eobalt is an eaiential feature of th© oobalamin-
gastrio extraet reaetion^  and that this ©©ordination aay 
ooour only at the position ts^ en by th® second, eyano- group 
of dieyaaooobalaKin. 
It will also be noted in Table 18 that the dialysia 
rate of B32 deoreases abOTe pH 10, and that the binding of 
®12 by th© gastrio extraet is quite markedly reduced above 
pH 10. fhe struotural signifieanee of these data is not 
apparent• 
Effeot of buffer type aasd ooneentration on eobalaain 
bindinis hj gaatrio extrast> 4s a cheek against the possible 
involvement of th© phospl»t@ ion in th© gastt-i© extraot-
©obalraiin reaction, the eoneentration of phosphate was 
varied, and an aoetate buffer was used for one run. (Hae 
results, listed in fable 19# indioate that the binding is 
tmaffeoted by these changes in twffer ooneentration. 
Bffeots of heating and of oobalt and bensiaidagole on 
the binding of oobalamins by .ggastrie extraot. ¥an der Zoat 
and tJnderkofler, using th® baeterial inhibition method, have 
found that heating a similar gastric extraot with 0© ClI) or 
Fe {II) and benzimidazsol® or histidin® greatly reduces th© 
9k 
Tabl® 19. Effect of buffer typa and eoncentratlon on th® 
blMing of vitamin ga®^ J?lc ©xtrast 
Initial contents of Side A Buffer pH 0 
BI2## (Jl* ml* 
1 0,1$ 
1 0.15 
1 0,15 
0.2 M Phosphate 
0.2 M 4oetat® 
none 
6.6 
6 
6*i|. 
19.1 
18.7 
17.5 
1 0.15 
1 0.15 
0.1 M Hiosphate 
0»l|. M Phosphate 6.6 6.6 19.6 19.1 
capacity of the material to bind cobalaailns {109# 110), . It 
was proposed that th© cobalt and benzimidaaole blocked the 
oobalamin-reacti'T® slt®s of th® binding material, and there­
for® th® cobalamins may be bound bj both a linkage t® th® 
cobalt» and to th© benaimldazol© moietj. fhis proposal is 
very attraotiv® in th® light of th© work described in th© 
preceding seotiont and was therefore investigated with the 
partial dialysis method# 
It was found that heating the gastric extract at 100® 
C. in th® phosphate buffer solution {pH 6.6) either before 
or after addition of decreased the observed binding. 
Ihe presence of Co ClI) or benzimidaKOle or both had no 
effect without heating# and the effect with heating was no 
nore than obtainable by heating alone. These data are 
given in fable 20. 
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Table 20, Effeot of heat, oobalt and Bemlaldazole (Bz») 
on til© binding of TitOTilii B-j^ g gastric ©xtraet 
Initial contents of Sid® 4®-
0.15 »1. GS, 1 ml. Bi2# 19.2 
0.15 ml. dl, 60® G. 1 hour, 1 ml. 19.5 
Q,'3S ml. GB# 100® G. 1 hour, 1 ml. 83^ 211 
0,15 ml. 01# 1 ml. 19.5 
0.15 Ml. 1 »1.  ^
0.15 ml. Gl, 1 ml. B i2#» 100® 0. 1 hour Jl.li-
1 Bii. i^ 5.5 
0.15 ®1. QEf 50 ®S* Bs«jt 1 M.1. 19.6 
0.15 ml. m, 50 «g. GoGlg# 1 ml. 20.7 
0.15 »1. m, 100 fflg. Ba., 100 mg. CoGlg, 1 ml. 20.2 
0.15 Ml. GS, 100 mg. GoGlg* 100 ag. B«., 1 ml. 20.3 
0.15 ml. Gl, 100 Kg. Bz.» 100® G. 5 aln.» 100 rag. 
GoGlg, 100® G. 5 mln., 1 ml. 3^.6 
0.15 ml. QtEf 100® G. 10 mia., 1 ml. 22.5 
0.15 Ml. ai, 60 ag. GoCl2» 30 ®g. Bz., 100® G. 10 ain., 
1 Ml. Bj^  ^ 2i|..2 
0.15 ml. GE, 60 mg. GoGlo# 1? ag. ImidaEol©, 
100® G. 10 iin., 1 ml. 23.6 
G^oa^ jonents ar© listed in order of addition and 
troaiaient. 
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Shis system proved t© be unworkable because of a pink 
pr@eipitat® wMch fomed lAien tha cobalt and benzimidasol® 
w«r® add®d to th© gastric extract. Wien th® aixtir® was 
h®at®d, th® pr®0ipitat® turned blu® and the amount of pre-
cipitat® appeared to inor©as®» Thus th® fflroount and nature 
of the eobalt-beimimidaaol® ©oaiplexes in solution were not 
defined, fh® precipitate interfered with the transfer of 
samples into and out ©f th® dialysis cells, and rapidly 
settled to the bottoa of th® counting ®hi®ib®r« 
Effect of p^ chloroiaeouribengoic acid on the bindinje of 
eobalaains by ^ a§trie extract> It has been suggested by 
anith that sulfhydryl groups of natural materiala i^ ich bind 
oobalamins may be Involved in th® ooordination with th® 
cobalt atom of eobalsaiinsp possibly by displacing the 
benziffiidaaol® moiety Cl6l). Although this proposal appears 
unlikely in several respects> it is on© which can be readily 
examined by th® us® of ^ -chloTOmercurlbenzoic acid (PCMB). 
fhis reagifit is highly selective for sulfhydryl groups and 
is abl® to react with sulhydryl groups of proteins which ar® 
not accessible to ottoer sulfhydryl reagents such as oxi­
dizing agents (I63), 
fhe coloriiaetric method of Anson (16ii.) for determining 
the sulfhydryl content of proteim was used in a preliminary 
effort to estimate the amount, of fCMB needed to react with 
the gastric extract. Glutathione G^SH) was used a# th® 
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sulfhydryl standard for tliis deteraination.# Sb.® standard 
cmnr® was obtained hj using from 0 to 1 »!• of 0,001 M PGMB 
mad® up to 7«5 ml. with water, adding 1.0 al» of 0»001 M 
dSH, 0*2 ittl» of O.'l M phosphate buffer (pH 7) and 0.»5 of 
0.2 M potassitiffi ferrisyanide# fhe mixture was allowed to 
reaot at 3?® C* tlr® mimtes^  and then 0#5 ral# of 2 I 
fiBilfurie aoid and 0.5 M ferrie ohloride were 
added. The resulting Prussian blue eolor was read at 6$0 
after 20 minutes. Detemination of th® sulfhydryl ©on-
tent of a protein sample consisted of adding an amount of 
protein denatured «lth detergent to 1 ml. of the POMB solu-
tion, then adding 1 m1. of teie GSH solution, making the 
volUM up to 8,5 Ml. with water and carrying out the above 
procedure to deteiwine the aaount of unreaoted GSH» How-
erer, when this was tried with 1 mI. of gastric extract* 
a precipitate was obtained at the acidification step. Uting 
as little as 0.2 ml. of th© gastric extract produced con­
siderable tairbidity. therefore# a visual estimation of the 
color produced was resorted to, and it wa« estimated that 
0,2 ml, of gastric extract did not react with more than 0.1 
al. of 0.001 M PCMB. It was therefore planned to start with 
amounts of POMB greatly in excess of this and if binding was 
impaired, to work downward toward this value., A spectro-
phot©metric sulfhydryl method which can be carried out at a 
neutral pH has been recently reported C16S). 
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fabl© 21. . Sffeot ©f para-cMorome3?c«rib@OToi0 acldCPGMB) 
on th© binding of vitaain gas trio extract 
Initial contents of Side A® 0 
Bi2^ t ml. ai,'al. 10-5 N FGMB, Ml. . 
1 1^ 3.8 
1 0.15 18.6 
1 0.15 1.5 18.8 
1 h3^ k 
1 0.10 26.1 
1 0.10 1.5 26,0 
Wi«n PCMB was tisod it was addod to the gastric 
©xtraot and incubated for 2 hours at 30® 0. bofor® th® 
iabolod was added# 
flM two ©xperiaents earrlod out on this point, sum-
aari2®d in fabl# 21* indicated that PO® in groat ©xoesi had 
no offoct on th® binding of by th© gastric oxtraot. In 
thea® ®xp«ri»®nts th© gastrie extract waa allowed to inoubat# 
with th© fGI© for 2 hours at 30® C. before th® Oo^ B^^ g was 
added. It thus appears highly unlikoly that aulfhydryl' 
groups partlcipat® in eobala«ln binding in this systom# 
 ^ oyano- group during the reaction of vitamin 
with gastric extract 
If coordination with tha cobalt of cobalomin constitutes 
part of the reaction of gastric extract with vitamin 
either the cyano- group or th® benzimidazole moiety aust be 
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displaced from th® cobalt coordination syst®a. If it is th® 
cyan©" group that is displaced, perfoming th® raaotion in 
aoid media should result in ©Tolution of hydrooyanic aoid. 
If th® eyano- group is not displaced Airing th® reaction, it 
appsared possible that it mi^ t still b® photo-lahil®, as it 
is in fr®® Titaain 
To ©xswiin® th®«ii possibilitie® us® waa ,iaad« of th® 
®l®.gant and seniitiv® oyanid® d®termination of %st@ln (166) 
a® adapted to th® d®t@rmination of ^ itaain by Boxer and 
eo-wt>rk®rs (71# 167» l68, 169). Essentially this method 
consists of Isolating th® eyanld® by nitrogen aeration into 
a small wlm® of dilut® sodium hydroxid®, and oonTerting 
th© ©yanid® to cyanogen ohlorid® with chloramin®-»f« Cyanogen 
chloride is then reacted with aqueous pyridin® to form 
glutaeoni© aldehyde, wfaich will -ttien r^ act with J-raethyl-l-
phenyl-5-pyrajsolon® (MPf) to fom a blu® dy®. ®iis dy® was 
found to b® stabilized by th® pr©a®ne® of bls-3-M®thyl-l-
ph®nyl-5*pyrazolon® (bisMPP). Box@r and Rickarda ha^ e 
olaiai®d that this aethod is capable of d®t®mining on® part 
of cyanide in 10^  ^parts of solution with a precision of -l^  ^
per cent (167), 
fh® proo®dar® of Boxer and Bickards for aeration of 
saaples and for color d®T@l©piHent was followed as cl©s®ly as 
possible, A 0*1 1 sodiuffl oyanid® was prepared, standardized 
against silver nitrate (170), and diluted in 0.1 H sodium 
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hydroxid# to six eom#iitratioiis CO.02 to 0.20 jag 01" per 
mlft) to serf® as standard®* An aeration train capable of 
handling six siispl®s was -construeted# this consisted of a 
nitrogen tank* distilled water trap* a trap containing 0«05 
H e@ri0 sulfat# in -1 M sulfuri© aeid* a trap containing 
saturated sil^ @r sulfate In .20 per cent sulfurie aeid, a 
trap eontaining 0»1 1 sodiim hydroxid®, and an raaptj trap 
followed by the saapl® assemblies In series. Eaoh smple 
assaably consisted of the smaple tube (38 by 200 am.) con­
taining 20-25 »1» of solution at pH 5 or less, followed by 
two successive colleetiii® tubes Cl8 by 1^ 0 «•), each con­
taining 1 nil, of 0.1 N sodlua hydroxide. At the end of the 
train a gas flow aeter was installed. Hi® sample tub®» and 
colleetion traps were treated with ISci-Fllai lo. SO-87 to 
avoid creeping of the solution, fhe system was easily 
tested for leaks by putting the chain under positive gas 
pressure and noting any continued bubbling. Saaqsles to be 
svm. In the dark were encased in tubes of black construction 
paper, and sanples to be illiimlnated were placed in the light 
bea® of a Bell and Howell slide projector. Aeration was 
carried on at th© rate of 400 ml* per minute for 3 hours, 
this being about twice the ainirauja suggested by Boxer and 
Rickards. 
Color development consisted of chilling the collection 
and standard tubes to 0® S., adding 0.2 ml. of the fresh. 
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chilled chloraiftin©-T reagent {prepared by adding 1 part of 
0.25 per cent ohloraaine-f in water to 3 parts of 1 M pri­
mary sodium phosphate), mixing, and allowing to stand for 
from 2 to 10 minutes at 0® 0. To this solution were added 
3 ml. of fresh pyrazolone reagent (prepared by mixln« S 
parts of filtered# saturated MPP in water with 1 part of 0.1 
per cent bisMPP in pyridine), followed by incubation in a 
50® C. water bath for 30 minutes. The absorbancies of the 
solution# were read within an hour at 63) np. using the Beok-
iian spectrophotometer • 4 standard curve for this method is 
presented in Figure 6. Good agrement was obtained betwen 
duplicate tub®® of the standard series. 
method was tested by aeration of the standard 
cyanide solutions and by lllumination-aeration of a vitamin 
®12 standardized apectrophotoiaetrlaally# The 
resulti were somei^ at disappointing, ranging from 96 to 112 
per cent recovery. The principal difficulty was finally 
traced to the sample collection tubes. Bber® appeared to b© 
a considerable carry-over of hydrocymlc acid from the first 
tube to the second, amounting in soae saiaples to 20 per cent, 
and quite variable. This apparently wa« the result of 
bumping ©f a large part of the 0.1 I sodiua hydroxide onto 
the sides of the tube, leaving less solution for the gas to 
bubble through. In addition, there was a small, but also 
variable amount of blank color, possibly due to something in 
Figai»« 6« Standard 0ur¥« tov th© ojanld® 
determimtion. 
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th© silioon® ooating. Other eoatings such as Desieot® and 
paraffin, and different methods of washing th® treated tubes 
v®m tried without su©o©ss. It was finallj decided to pro­
ceed, a^ cognizing that th© results would to« good to only 
about ^ 10 p®r aent. Sils proif®d to b® adequate for deciding 
th® original question# 
fh@ plan of tha ©xperiaent ms to aerat® 5 ai* th® 
gastrie ©xtraet both in th® dark and in th© light to, reraoT® 
all free and cobalamln-toound cyanide, then to add a known 
amount of-yitaain slightly in exees® of th© amount 
expected to react, and to aerate again, first in th© dark {to 
obtain any cyanide released by the reaction) and then during 
illumination, Aa a control, the sirai® amotmt of was 
used for th® sample was aerated, first in the dark and then 
i^ ile being illuminated# 
To detemine the extent ©f the 8^ 2 actually bound, in 
the event that the nitrogen aeration destroyed the binding 
actlTity, raall amotints of were added to the non-
labeled and this mixture used in three of the determina­
tions. After the last aeration, 25 ml. of the sample were 
transferred to a dialysis cell and th® amount of free 
was deterained by the partial dialysis method. 
It was found that an average of 700 ^ jog* of 3^  
remained bound by 1 lal* of th© gastric extract after tto 
aeration process a® compared to an average of 730 of 
10$ 
bound by 1 ml. of gastrie extract wMoh had not b®«n 
subjected to th® aeration troataont. 
fhe result® of flvo such experiments are given in Table 
22, and illustrate the considerable variation obtained with 
this method. The cyanide values were obtained by adding th® 
cyanide recovered in both collection tubes, but no attempt 
was mad® to correct for blank oolor, which varied from none 
to 0.01/ag, as cyanide. 
It is ©leaTi however, that the results indicate that 
cyanide was not released by th© reaction between and the 
gastric extract# Bae amount of cyanide recovered froia the 
.xtraot .Ixtui-. on inclination wa. .sa.ntlaUy 
the aame as recovered from the same a»,ount of alone. As 
detemined by the partial dialysis method, the amount of 
i^ oh reacted amounted to about three-fourths of the total 
wsed, so certainly, ttie equivalent amomt of cyanide, 
had it been released, would have been detected^  
®iere exists the poasibllity that fh® cyanide was 
re3^ ased by the reaction and wa® bound elseiAere, to be sub­
sequently released by light, fhls is unlikely for two 
reasons. At the pH used CpH 5)* the cyano- group would be 
Imaediately conrerted to hydrocyanic acid, which is rela­
tively unreactive. Even vitamin will not react with 
hydrocyanic acid at pH 5 (25> 68, 71)• Secondly, examination 
of amny different biological Materials have indicated that 
®abl® 22, I^ terailiiation of the eyantde of ^ Itaain 8^ 2 a»<ft mixtures of Tltaain 
and gastole ©xfepaet 
acp. 
nom 
51 
mlrn 
Initial e:^ anid® removal 
by aeration 
Added 
eale* ass 
Botmd 
eale 
%2^  
u. as: 
Cyaaid© reeovered 
by aeration 
ml* 
laterk 11 gilt 
1 .^ 
light s12 jttg. 
Gl- s12 cr* ligfat 
I 5.0 
0.0 
62 22 10 f|..3 82 82 13 75 76 
II 5.0 
0.0 
- 28 29 i^.5 
i^.5 
86 
86 
3.6 68 10 
1 
73 
129 
III 5.0 
0.0 
25 19 10 {i-.5 
i1..5 
86 
86 
3.5 67 10 
2 
78 
91 
1? 5.0 
0.0 
86 15 8 
ii-.5 
86 
86 
3.1^. % 34 
12 II 
Y 5.0 
0.0 
i4.0 6 k.2 
ii..2 
80 
80 
8 
10 11 
®Th© amotmt of botmd was determined by partial dialysis. 
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release ©f ojanM® by lllMninatlon appears to b® a speolflo 
reaatlon of vltaain Bg2 C71* 168, 169). 
With the aboT© possibility In mind, it appears most 
likely that th© binding of B32 ^ y gastric extract does not 
rupture the cyano-oobalt linkage• 
Smroarr 
An extract of ¥«itrl©ulin was prepared which e:dalbit®d 
a relatively large cobalaaln blMlng capacity# It was found 
that both and Bj^ 2b were bound by the gastric extract by 
approxlHiately the ssrae amount# and that an excess of either 
cobalatain provided an essentially complete block for the 
oth®r< It was concluded that ®12b 
sites on the binding substances preset in the gastric 
extract. 
©se blading of was essentially the saaie over the 
r®ng® of pH 2 to 10, but decreased above pH 10« Excess 
cyanide inhibited the reaction at pH 10 to 12, but was 
without effect at pH 6«S» providing siaae evidence that 
coordination with the cobalamin cobalt is Involved in the 
reaction. Buffer concentration had no effect on the reaction, 
but heating at 100® G» definitely decreased the extent of 
the reaction, fhe presence of cobalt chloride and benalal* 
daiEole appeared to have no effect on the reaction. Excess 
jg-chloranercuribenzoic acid did not Inhibit the reaction. 
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indloating thai? suifhjdrjl groups ar® probably not liwolved 
In tb© binding r®aetion. 
Using a cyanid® method it wai found that apparently no 
eyanid® was released by th« reaction of with gastric 
extract, but that an aaoimt of cyanide rou^ ly equivalent t© 
the amomt of B|^ 2 added could be reoofered by illumination* 
Reactions of Gobalaaini with Other Preparations 
Introiactioa 
Show has presented eiridence that ©obalamins ar® bound 
by heparin^  yeast nucleic acid and chondroitin sulfuric acid 
(95f 1^ 4.1)* baled on dialysis aM bacterial uptake M(thods# 
fhese substances ar® of considerable interest, since they 
ar® non-protein in nature, lAiereas most of the speculations 
concerning cobalaaiin binding reactiojM ha¥e assumed that 
protein is involfed in some my# It was of interest, there­
for®, to exwine some of thes® compounds using th® partial 
dialysis Method, 
fh® work -sd-th blood preparations reported earlier, 
indicated that is bound qpiite unspecifically by all of 
the preparations, suggesting that perhaps almost any protein 
will show some binding of As a limited test of this 
possibility, three other protein preparations were tested for 
cobalaain binding actiYity by the partial dialysis method. 
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Effest of 8e¥®3?al m'otein and non-pgotein pycparatloaa on 
th® dlalyals rat® of eotoaXaialna 
It has been ai@ntlon®d that oellophm® binds but 
not ^ i2» ®xas»pl® of n©n<»prot®in binding# Ehr®® other 
©xaapl®® of binding by non«prot«ln sT4bstane®« ar®'given in 
TabX® 23. . Heparin and two nttol«lo aoid preparations 
appeared to-bind limited mottnt® of ®12*  ^
dextran preparation showed no evldenc® of binding either 
fora of th® iritaiiia# fhe possibility that these substances 
may exhibit nmm ability t© pass through tfa® meabran® was 
not investigated becaute only a qualitative answer waa 
desired. 
Also given in fable 23 w^ e the results of a ooi^ arlson 
of the binding activity of "resting" bacterial cells for 
and Apparently more Bj2 bound than even 
though a considerable amount of bound, fhe aame 
qualitative results were obtained by direct measurmaent of 
th® "free** ©obalamina after reaoval of th® bacterial cells 
by c^ trifugation. 
fhree protein preparations of at least some degree ©f 
purity, crystalline trypsin and pepsin, and lactalbujadn, were 
found to bind o©nsiderabl® amounts of Bi2b# 
These data are shown in fable It will be noted that 
trypsin, like serum and serum albumin, showed decreased 
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Tabl® 23* Mfeat of non-protoln substances and bacterial 
cells on tb.® dialysis of "rltaniins and 
Initial contents of Sid® A 
1 Bii» i^gb# iiii.»i 
1 ml. 2.00 »g* btparin 38»3 
1 ml. 100 mg, heparin ij4»2 
1 rel. Bx2b4i» buffer 34*8 
1 ml. 100 mg, heparin, no buffer 17.7 
1 ml. Bi2^ , 100 fflg. heparin, no buffer ij4*6 
1 ml. B22h# ii.3*6 
1 Ml. 0^0 ®6* 3Pibonueleie aeld Ifl.fl 
1 ml. 200 ®g. rlbonuel«lc acid i|4«6 
1 ml. i|.2.9 
1 ml. Bj^ 2|5^ , 200 fflg. desoxyrlbonucleie acid 40.i|. 
1 ml. 200 mg. d«s©xjrlbomol©l0 aold i}.2.8 
1 ml. lj.1.8 
1 ml. B22»i So mg, dextran ii2.3 
1 ml. $0 Mg. d®3£tran 42.1 
1 ml* I|1}..7 
1 111. ^ xzh^ * leiohtt&miii o©lls 16.6 
1 ®1, B22## resting £. lelchaaimii cells 3*6 
Ill 
Tabl© 2i|.. Effect of protein preparations on th® dialysis of 
vitamins B3_2|> 
Initial contents of Sid® A pH %1> 
1 ml. ®12# i<..0 
1 ml. ®12#» 150 mg. crystalline trypsin il-.o 
1 Ml. ®12b»* 150 . crystallim trypsin l|..0 i|.3.5 
1 Ml. ®12b# 6.6 k3.S 
1 nl. iSO rag* , crystallim trypsin 6*6 39.2 
1 ml. ®12»» 150 ag« crystalline trypsin" 6.6 li-3.5 
1 ml. ®12b# 
150 «g. 
6.6 114.2 
1 Ml. ®12b®* crystalline pepsin 6*6 21.9 
1 ml. ®12#» 150 Mg. crystalline pepsin 6.6 Ij^ .o 
1 ml. ®l2b^  
150 
6.6 14-3.9 
1 ml. ®12b#* lactalbmain 6.6 29.7 
1 ml. ®12®» 150 mg. lactalbmin 6.6 Mi..i 
binding activity at lower pH levels. 
SoCTmary 
Heparin, desoxyribonucleio acid and ribonucleic acid 
preparations were found to bind limited amounts of vitamin 
®12b ®12* trypsin and lactalbtimin bound 
considerable amounts of 83^ 1^  but not Both vitamins 
were bound by "resting" bacterial cells, while a dextrmi 
preparation showed no evidence for binding either form of 
the vitaiain* 
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DISOIBSION 
fhls investigation has oonfiiwed and elaborated upon 
tb© reported reaction of vita»ln id.th Mstidin© and th® 
binding ©f vitamin B;^ 2 ^ 7 bl@od plas» and gastrlo extracts• 
In addition, the binding of hj blood proteins, gaatrio 
extract md otter protein and non-protein substances has 
been observed, and some features of th© B|2*gastrio extract 
reaction have been studied. As a result some tentative con-
elusions can be mad© ©onceming the specific structures 
involved in these reactions, aM suggestions for future 
Investigations can be proposed. 
It was found that several nitrogenous compounds and 
protein preparations reacted with vitamin *10^  with 
vitamin Since th© proposed structures of these two 
forms of th® vitorain differ only in th© nature of th© saall 
group coordinated with th© cobalt atom, it may be concluded 
that th© reactions entered into by t^ not involve 
this position primarily. Specifically, it appears that th© 
reaction of histidin© and other compounds contain­
ing a cyclic tertiary nitrogen and with th© several different 
protein preparations studied nay involve a replacement of 
th© aquo- group by a suitable basic ligand, resuJt ing in 
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what has been termed a coballehrome typ® of struotiir®• 
Th«r« Is IK) dlr@et ©vldence to Indloat® idiloh group or 
groups present in protein may b© responsible for this 
binding of Titsrain fh® observations that all l^ ae-
tions- of serum, that denatured serum, and that such divers® 
proteinffl as globln, trypsin# pepsin amd laetalbuain exhibit 
Bj^ glj-blnding indicate that the groups capable of replacing 
th# aquo- group of vitamin 13213 ®®^ ®^'i3aly not unooimon. 
Since histidin© was the only awino acid which appeared to 
enter into cobalichrome formation idth it is tempting 
to consider th® binding of by these proteins as 
involving cobalichrome formation with histidin© side chains. 
However^  it was found that lysozyae did not bind even 
though this protein contaliM about 1 per cent histidin®. 
Further, the mount of bound by serum proteins, 
although in great excess of the physiological level, was 
certainly below th® amount ejected to be bound by th® 
approximately 3 Poi* cent hlstldlne present in these proteins, 
This situation was also encountered in the other proteins 
examined, and suggests that only part of the histidin© side 
chains aay be available for cobalioh3?<«e formation. 3Da 
addition, the possible participation by other groups cannot 
be denied on the basis of pres«it evid©B©e« ®i® involvement 
of histidin® in th® binding of B|^ |j by these proteins can 
therefor© be considered only a tentative proposal at the 
lli}. 
present tim®. 
An entirely different pietwe was presented by the 
reactions of oobalaains with a gastric extract preparation. 
Both forms of the 'ritamin and were foiind to react 
to approximately the same extent, and probably at the same 
site on th© binding substance. The observed inhibition by 
cyanide at high pH levels indicated that coordination with 
the cobalt atoa may be a necessary feature of this reaction. 
However, th© cyano- group ©f vitamin did not appear to 
be displaced by the reaetlonj, but remained in a photo-labile 
position, and the reaction was not affected by a wide range 
of pH levels or buffer e^ oent rat ions. Although these 
results effectively eliainate coballchroae formation as a 
possible aechanisffi for this reaction, they are Insufficient 
to permit a decision to be made between several other 
possible mechanisas. The proposal that the reaction involves 
a displacement of the benzJjaidaaole group and bond formation 
between the binding substance and both the benziaidazole 
group and the cobalt atoa appears to be supported# but cer­
tainly not proved by the results of this investigation. 
Conceivably, displacement of the bioazimidaziole group and only 
coordination with the cobalt by a suitable group could occur. 
Other proposals, such as the fomation of a peptide link'age 
throu^  the primary amide groups of the cobalfioains, and 
indeed, reactions involving any other structural feature of 
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fch® cobalamin moleeul® ®xe©pt th® cobalt atom nmst still b® 
oonslderad posslbl®, ©¥©n though unlikely aa judged by the 
present evidence. 
The protein groups of the gastric extract responsible 
for the binding of both ®12b ^ peaain undetenained^  
Participation by aulfhydryl groups was shown to be very 
unlik®ly» and th© involvement of the side chains of other 
OOTmon amino acids would appear to be improbable, sine© 
vitamin appear t© react with any of the free 
amino acids. Actually, there is no need to depend upon the 
reactivity ©f th® aialno acid side daains, for all of the 
gastric juice and mucosal extract preparations which have 
been reported to possesa cobalamin bindii^  activity have 
contained considerable aaounts of glycoproteins, offering 
rather unlimited possibilities for reactive groups. What­
ever th® responsible groups may be, it appears probable that 
the blndlE® of cobalaaina by gastric extracts involves a 
more specific ©r specialised structure than th® vitamin 
Bi2b-binding structure present in serum and other proteins. 
In proposing further work on the reactions of cobala-
ralns with natural materials the question of biological 
significance should be considered. Although vitamin 
was found to be more reactive than vit«ln B|g in several in 
yitrq systems, the two forms of the vitamin have repeatedly 
been shown to be physiologically equivalent, regardless of 
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th® rout® of administration. Thus, either th© cyan©- group 
is not essential for biological aetivity and must b® removed 
from th® vitanin raol«oul@, or th© cyan©- group is 
eompatibl© with or partioipat©® in th© biological activity 
of th© vitaain. Th® availabl® @vi<l®nc@ appears to favor th® 
seeond alternative# Assuming this t© be the case* further 
studies using ujatmiB which react only with vitamin 
would appear t® be of less value than studies with systems 
which react witti both forms of the vitimin» It is of 
obvious iraportanc® in futor® studies to define as nearly as 
possible the form of the vitaain being used. 
Th® gastric extract system presents further opportuni­
ties for obtaining information concerning the nature of th© 
binding reaction. Of particular interest would be a study 
of th® possible binding by gastric extracts of degradation 
products of vitamin and of substances such as cobaltl-
porphyrins, for it may be possible by such studies to demon­
strate the participation of the cobalt atom in the binding 
reaction. 
It would be desirable to isolate the components of 
gastric extracts responsible for th© binding of cobalaains, 
and several groups of wsrkers are apparently engaged in this 
problem. It may be suggested that if the separation is 
followed by radioisotope assay of bound (labeled) cobalaains, 
it aay be possible to remove the cobalaraiins and recover the 
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active "binding substano® by dialjais at cyanid® oon-
o®fttrations and high pH l®v®la. 
Th# isolation and atudy of the vitamin Biff-binding sub-
staneea in serum presents a foraidabl# problem of ooneen-
tration, for if th©s® mibstanees ar® capable of binding only 
about 1.5 of Bi2 per Bl. of sama. ths concentration of 
the binding substances in seriM is probably not more than 1 
;ag# per ml. 
Perhaps the greatest opportunity fc«» ftiture w>rk lies 
in the isolation of the oobalamin-protein eoaiplexes present 
in liver tissue, for it is here that the vitamin exists in 
storage and functional states, fhere have been no reported 
attempts to Isolat® these complexes even though the problem 
would appear to be no more difficult than the isolation of 
th® intrinsic factor or the ^ strle extract binding 
mb stances* 
H8 
SUMMARY AND GONCLUSIOHS 
1, The effect of saaln© acids md other nitrogenous 
compounds on th® visible and ultrsTiolet absorption spectra 
laaxima of iritaiains  ^aqueous solution was 
studied# It was fotmd that "rttaMiin entered into 
©obaliohrome foiwation with histidine# histidyl-histidin®, 
earnosine# histsminei iaidasolej, and pyridine, Th® absorp'-
tion speotrum of vitaaiin destroyed In the presence 
of several reducing agents including cysteine and gluta­
thione. Vitaain Bj2i3 not appear to react with any other 
of the ei^ teen amino acids tested or with benzimldaEolet 
glycyl-glyeyl-glycine, or several other compounds. Ki® 
absorption spectrma of vitaain was found to be unchanged 
in ttie presence of any of th© above ooi^ ounds. 
2m ®ie reaction of vitaaain with hlstidlne was 
found to be pH depend€ttit» and the equilibrium constant for 
the reaction at 25® C. and at pH 7 was estimated to be 
% X 103 1, per mole# 
3* A partial dialysis aetiiod was devised for the pur­
pose of determining the extent of the reactions between 
cobalaains ®nd non-dialysable substances such aa proteins. 
By constructing an apparatus in lAiich ttie volura®, laeabrane 
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ar@a and agitation war© held constant, reproducible short-
term dialysis of cobalamlns was obtained. Gobalamins 
60 labeled with Go wore used for this work, and a dependable 
method of radio-assay of liquid sasaplos waa d@vis©d« It 
was demonstrated by using thig method that th© rates of 
dialysis of vitamin and ¥it«in B|2|3 btifferod solu­
tions w®r® identieal, and eould b® ad«quat®ly ©3cpress®d as 
functions of tini®# concentration and teraporatur®, 
i|.» TJsing the partial dialysis method it waa found that 
un®;^ ©ot©dly larg® araounts of vitamin w©r® bound by 
idiol® h®BK)lys®d bloody plasraia and s®ruia, hdmolysed r®d cells, 
purified globln, purified serum albumin and fc®at denatured 
serum. No binding of vitamin by these preparations 
could be detected by this »thod» By eihaustive dialysis 
serum was found to bind approximately 30 of vitamin 
®12b  ^ ©f vitamin Bj2 Milliliter. Considerably 
less vitamin was bound by serum at pH l|. than at pH 6»6. 
5# Serum containing bound labeled vltaain was 
fractionated by salt precipitation aaid by paper electro­
phoresis. All fractions retained considerable radioactivity, 
indicating that no one serum protein component was responsible 
for the binding of vitaain 4 similar att®^ t to 
detemine the position of bound vitamin was inconclusive. 
6. It was concluded that the reaction of vitamin Bj^ j^ 
with the several blood protein preparations may be the 
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3?«sult of cobaliehTOM© formation, possibly with expossd or 
avallabl® histi din® sid® ctiaihs» 
7. IiysozysM® was shown the partial dialysis method 
and by paper ®l©atrophorasls to hav® no binding activity for 
either vitamin vltaiain It was suggested that 
th® histidin® residue of lysosyw may not be aeoeasible for 
eobaliehroa® formtion by vltmin ®12b* 
8» A gastrle aueosal ©xtraet ©s^ ibiting hi^  oobalamin 
binding aetivity was prepared from a e<»ra®r©ial «3ri®d 
atoraach preparation by aqueous ©xtraetion and suG©®ssiv® 
salt and aleohol precipitation of th® protein eonstituents# 
f • fh® gastrio extract was found by th® partial 
dialysis laethod to bind approximately equal amounts of 
vitiBmins B]L2 ®l2b* Addition to th© gastrio extract ©f 
an excess of either form of th# vitamin provided an ®asen-
tially complete block for the binding of the other form* It 
was concluded that apparently both foms of th® vitamin 
react at Itie saiae site on th# binding substanc® present in 
th© gastrle extract. 
10. fh® binding of vitaains Biy and by the gastric 
extract was found to be essentially unaffected by changes of 
hydrogen ion concentration from pH 2 to pH 10. ®i® b,inding 
of vitamin by th® gastric extract appeared to be 
unaffected by changes in buffer anion and concentration, 
11, ©J® binding of vitamin B3.2 ^ y m® gastrio extract 
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w®s fouM to b® iiiilblt@d by th® pr©s@na® of oyanldt at pH 
10 &T abov®, tout not at pH 6«6» Svid®no® was p3?«seait©d 
which indioated that ths eyano- group of vitanin was not 
displaeed by th® re&etloa of Titsaiiii with tto.® gastric 
extract, but that this oyan©- ©?©mp remained in a photo-
labil# position. It was eonelmd@d that thea# observations 
ar« eonsisteat with th# proposal that th® gastric ©xtraot-
Titaadn 832 reaotion inTolv®# dispiae©a©at of th® beaziaida-
•sol© group by a grottp which Mitdrs into eoordimtion with 
th® oobalt atom of vitmiai 
12. Th® binding of •vitamin by th© gastrie ©xtraot 
did not appear to b® ijihibited by th® pr®s®n©® of oobaltous 
ehlorid® and b^ aialdasol®. 
13. fh@ binding of Titioain gattrio ©xtraot 
was mniMpair«d by th® pr@s@na® of an ©xoess of £-ehloro-
m®reurib®n2oio acid, indicating that sulfhydryl groups do 
not partieipat® in th® reaetlon, 
ll|.. Several other subs tan o®s w#r® noted to bind 
iritaailn vitamin Included aaong th@s® w@r® 
o®llophan@, heparin, nu©l@ie acids, trypsin# pepsin and 
laotalbuain. 
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